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TH E D R U N K A R D ’S MIRROR.
Angelic man so pure at first,
Broke God’s law to live accursed,
His bread and fruits (polluted soul)
Distill’d , and gave the tempting bowl.
The fiend, the brute in satan’s garb 
Expos’d, condemn’d before his Lord:
W hile many now pleads at the door,
He quaffs and staggers as before.
And not a crime to lie invented,
But he commits unrepented;
l ie  shames all creatures that have life,
Repeats the crimes, renews the strife.
Now we give the unfailing sign 
T hat they drink brandy, ruin and wine,
F or in nights darkness out they sneak, 
Vengeance on sober men to weak.
Revenge and wrath, foster’d brothers,
Madly braise and murder others,
Break their windows, turn the tables,
Smash like beasts in crowded stables.
ColtI tar in bottles far imported,
Thrown like Vulcan’s hammers sported,
Oil parlor glasses, Sofas rich,
Besmeared with stinking deadly pitch.
“ Their nciglibors horse they sliav’d most queer, 
To make a temperance lecturer:” *
Before the brutal deeds were done,
The barking Dogs escort them home.
W hen modest virtue would repose,
T ’is quick insulted with a nose 
O f purple hue. or scarlet eyes,
A gruffy speech or buffoon lies.
Mud and mortar from the gutter,
Heeling hiccoughs with a mutter,
Blithering out some hint for kisses,
Frighi’ning off thc blushing Misses.
O ld Nick and Ned, both black and white, 
Sinoaking, foaming for a fight:
Some eyes grow black, and some grow sore, 
B at Cutties eyes were Mask before.
O f all the pictures ever drew,
None can match a drunken crew*
O ld Crocket's Almanac complete 
"Will come so short, the Coon crirs boat.
______  FR A N K FO R T.
*When the sheard colt.
F irst made a bolt
From Stable down to Tow n;
The drunken spies 
In their surprise
Would cry out, ugly Clown.
Blit when he went 
Wheats ever sent.
Nodding before ! ! behind ! ! !
He lectured prowd ! ! !
Among the Crowd;
And Drunkards thought him kind.
T hc poor meek brute,
Does not dispute,
T hat theives stole off his dress: 
The hairy Crown,
Which he laid down,
Confounds their drunkenness.
W hen Dobbin^ neck,
And tail erect,
Began to show the hair;
They felt the blame 
And in their shame
To sneak oft’ every where.
They miss’d their h i t !
The biter’s b i t !
And envy’s in the trap ! !
The Horse goes round,
Success is crown’d,
And rum now takes a nap.
TH O U G H T A N D  F E E L IN G .
Tim e to me this truth hath taught,
’T is a tnnh that’s worth revealing;
M ore offend for want of thought 
Than from any want of feeling.
I f  advice we could convey,
T liere’s a time we should convey it;
I f  w e’ve but a word to say,
T here 's a time in which to say it.
Oft unknowingly the tongue
Touching on a chord so aching,
T h a t a word, or accent, wrong,
Pains the heart almost to breaking.
Many a tear of wounded pride,
Many a fault of human blindness,
H as been soothed or turned aside,
By a quiet voice of kindness.
Many a beauteous flower decays 
Though we tend it e ’er so much,
Something secret in it preys
W hich no human aid can touch;
So in many a lovely breast,
Lies some canker grief concealed,
T hat if touched, is more oppressed!
Left unto itself—is healed!
Tim e to me this truth has taught.
’’T is a truth that’s worth revealihg,
More offend from want of thought,
Than from any want of feeling.
W O M A N ’S LO VE.
iQ! Woman’s love’s a holy light;
And when ’tis kindled ne’er can die;
I t  lives—though treachery and slight,
To quench the constant flame may try. 
fLike ivy, where it grows ’ti* seen 
T o  wear an everlasting green;
3Like i vy., too, ’tis found to cling 
Too often round a worthless thing;
O ! W om an’s love—at times it may 
Seem cold or cloitde.1, but it burns 
W ith true, undeviating ray,
Nor ever from its idol turns;
Its  sunshine is a smile; a frown 
The heavy cloud that weighs it down;
A. tear its weapon is—beware 
O f  Woman’s tears, there’s danger there; 
Its sweetest place on which to rest,
A constant an confiding breast.
Its joy, to meet—its death to part—
Its sepulchre, a  broken heart.
THE YANKEE FARMERS’ SONG.
I digs, I  hoes,
I  p l o w s ,  I  M O W S ,
I gets up wood for w in ter:
I reaps, I sows,
I taters grows,
And for all I knows,
I ’m ’debted to the P R IN T E R .
I  do suppose
All knowledge flows,
Right from the Priming Press ;
Oo oft I goes,
In these ’ere clo’s
And settles up,—I guess. r . vv.
MISCELLANEOUS.
LOVE A N D P A T R 10 T 1 S M .
BY L A W R E N C E  L A R A B E E .
New Jersey was prolific of brave and hero­
ic spirits during the Revolution. x\mongst 
these was a young man named George Mad­
den. He was ardent and patriotic and thirsty 
to be a sharer in those glories which our brave 
armies plucked from the bristling bayonets of 
the enemy ; yet he had been withheld from 
joining the army by his aged and infirm pa­
rents, whose only support and comfort be was. 
As he looked upon the feebleness of their old 
age, and thought of the perils they would be 
exposed to with no defender of their helpless­
ness, he gave a sigh for the destinies of his 
his country, and resigned himself to the du- 
oi the small farm that was their only support. 
He could not desert them to the mercy of the 
vagabond stragglers from the enemy’s camp, 
and the worse than traitors to his own coun­
try. Instances were too fresh to his memory 
ot revered heads and hoary locks having been 
crushed to dust by the midnight plunderers 
and assassins, and his love for the authors of 
his being left him nothing but his prayers for 
his oppressed country.
But he had other affections that were grow­
ing in his breast like spring flowers, shedding 
a perfume of holiness upon his spirit like the 
Christian’s inspiration. There had existed 
since their childhood, an attachment between 
him and the only daughter of a widow who 
resided but a few rods from his father’s resi­
dence; and that attachment had ripened to a 
mutual declaration of love, when the parties 
; became sufficiently old to appreciate the glow 
j of true devotion. A time was set for the 
j consummation of their vows, which was the 
; ever memorable twenty-fifth of December,
! 1776, at the time that Washington was mak- 
I ing his perilous but triumphant passage across 
! the Delaware, amid floating ice and suffering 
from the intense cold of the season.
The two families were now united. And; 
George removed his bride and her mother to 
the house of his father. Rut still he was not 
happy— he could not banish from his mind 
an oppressive anxiety for the welfare of his 
country, and the doubtful struggle which she 
was maintaining in the hope of acquiring 
that freedom for which every noble heart so 
warmly hoped.
travel, as Washington had encamped within 
eighteen miles of Germantown, and but half 
that distance from his own residence, and long 
before daylight on the first of October, he had 
presented himself within the lines of the 
American army, and made known his desire 
to en list; and that morning’s reveille, as it 
beat the time to rise, was answered also by 
the presence of George Madden.
But what consternation did that morning’s 
dawn bring to the hearts of his wife and pa­
rents ! His non-appearance was at first scarce­
ly noticed, till the former perceived a letter 
lying on the table directed to herself, where­
in George informed her of his resolution,and 
urged the necessity of his assisting in the 
struggle for freedom.
“If I fall,” it said, “remember me— I shall 
die in a just aud glorious cause. If I live— 
trust me it will be in the enjoyment of a free­
man’s glorious privileges.
Ere the letter was concluded the forsaken 
wife had fallen senseless on the floor. The 
father felt a glow of patriotic pride thrill thro’ 
his heart at this devotion in his son, while 
the mother knelt and clasped her hands in 
silent prayer.
The poor wife at length came to her senses, 
but it was to wander about the house weep­
ing, continually calling upon her husband 
and insisting that she should never see him 
more, and marvelling at his cruelty in desert­
ing her. She \yas not of the Spartan mould, 
and possessed not those stern virtues which 
prompted those ancient heroines to lay their 
last particle of affection upon the altar of 
their country’s freedom. No! she asked 
nothing more than the love and presence of 
her husband—a devotion that reigned para­
mount in her,permitting the presence of none 
else. Full of grief, she could not submit to 
be left thus alone. The act must be revoked 
that made him of the army. She would seek 
him— she would implore him to come back to 
those who loved him, and to whom he was 
all tbe world.
So, that day, ere the sun had reached his 
meridian, unknown to any one, she left her 
home, and after three hours weary travel she 
stood beside her husband in camp,beseeching 
him to return. Those who witnessed her 
earnestness were, melted by her tender en­
treaties, those rugged soldiers that would rush 
madly on bayonet and cannon, and march 
barefooted over frozen ground and through 
deep snow, sustained only by fervent patriot
In a week from the night of the passage of: ism— they wept as they beheld this fond, but 
the Delaware, Washington met a detachment timid wife, clinging to her husband, and with 
of the enemy at Princeton, which he defeated j tones of endearment,begging him, for the love 
with a small loss, with the exception of sever-! he bore her, to return once more to the desolate 
al officers; among them was the gallant and j hearth now left without a protector. Impos- 
brave General Mercer, while that of the en e-! sible! he had enlisted for the war— the army 
my was upwards of one hundred killed, and! could not spare any of its number, which, at 
three hundred taken prisoners. The Generali ffie best, was even too small to cope with a 
then retired to winter quarters at Morristown, i larger force, better disciplined and better
winch he did not leave till the latter end of 
May, with an army amounting to but little 
over seven thousand men, although Congress 
had offered recruits rich bounties of land with 
increasing pay.
At this time George burned to enlist in the 
ranks of his countrymen, and share their suf­
ferings and glory. But his young wife looked 
into his face with weeping eyes, whose elo­
quence added to the infirmities of his parents, 
deterred him from the sacrifice. Besides as 
the roads became more passable and the sea­
son more temperate, robberies and midnight 
excursions of straggling Hessians and skin­
ners were more frequent, and the house of 
one of their neighbors had been pillaged, the 
inmates brutqlly murdered and the house set 
on fire, within sight of their friends,who could 
offer them no assistance, expecting as they 
did every moment to meet a similar fate.
In this state of inquietude passed away the 
summer, until intelligence reached George of 
the engagemeht between the American and 
British armies at Brandywine, on the elev­
enth of September, when the republican forces 
were compelled to retire after a day’s fighting, 
with a loss that was estimated at three hun­
dred killed, six hundred wounded, and be­
tween three and four hundred made[prisoners.
This reverse of the American arms aroused 
anew ffie patriotic feelings of George, and he 
at once communicated his intentions to his 
father, who offered no impediment to his im­
mediate joining the army, and helping to re­
trieve what had unfortunately been lost.
“Go, my son,” said he ; “I am beyond ser­
vice, m yself; but, like Abraham of old, I am 
willing to offer my son to the sacrifice. Let 
the plea of protection to your parents be no 
longer an excuse to keep you from the ranks 
of those brave and devoted men who follow 
Washington— receive our blessing, and bid 
farewell to your young wife— whose love of 
country, I am sure, cannot be less than her af­
fection for yourself. If you fall, it is in a just 
and holy cause.
This was heroic advice , but no wise un­
common in the mouths of our venerable sires. 
George communicated his designs to his 
mother,and afterwards to his wife; but the lat­
ter would not listen to his arguments, and be 
seeched him not to leave them to the merce­
nary robbers that overran the country in the 
neighborhood of the British armies. Earnest­
ly did he plead the necessity of his presence 
among those who were battling for the bless­
ings of liberty— to nothing would she listen 
— no argument could convince her. What 
was a single man in the mighty strife ! Des­
pairing and impatient, our hero at length re­
solved to leave for the army the ensuing night; 
for this purpose he made the necessary pre­
parations for his secret departure. His gun 
and knapsack were deposited in the barn, and 
a letter of farewell written, which he would 
leave to be read after his departure.
Midnight at length came, melancholy and 
gloomy to George ; but he arose from his bed; 
to which he had retired to the early part of 
the evening to lull suspicion, and kissing his 
wife affectionately as she lay asleep, he hied 
to the barn, accoutred him self as well as his 
few equipments would allow, and was soon on 
his way to the army. He had not far to
clothed. Impossible ! he could not with any 
decent grace, retreat from a position so re­
cently assumed. He consoled her as best he 
could, but assured her of the impracticability 
of leaving the army. She must submit— it 
would be a great sacrifice, but no greater than 
had been made by thousands. There was no 
remedy but to wait in hope—the end was cer­
tain, and the consequence would be glorious. 
But what could the poor wife do? H a! a 
thought had struck her. She will seek the 
tent of Washington— at his feet she will lay 
her petition.
Behold the hero is in his tent—the great, 
the god-like, in whom are joined all virtues 
— created for the age, and the cause, doing 
what none else ever did, performing what 
none else could. Before him is kneeling ffie 
wife of George Madden. Her petition has 
not been in vain— her tears have not been 
without effect She holds in her hand a pa­
per that will restore to her, her husband ; but 
before she goes to the officer of the regiment 
she reverently takes the hand of her benefac­
tor and presses it to her lips; a tear falls up­
on it, which the old man suffers to remain, 
and sends her from the place with a benedic­
tion and words of hope.
Again she is in the presence of her hus­
band, she shows him his discharge with 
a beaming countenance, and with words of
j°y-
“Now you will go home with me George, 
and we will again be happy— oh, so happy !”
But no glow of satisfaction lit up his eye—  
no gladdened emotions shed their radiance 
on his features.
The discharge was recognized and she led 
her husband from the ranks of his devoted 
companions ; but he went not forth with that 
manly dignity and firm step with which he en­
tered the camp as a volunteer. The eyes of 
the hardened soldiers were upon him—he 
fancied scornfully—his head dropped upon 
his chest, and suppressed whispers hissed in 
his ears like so many serpents, each a voice 
of reproach and shame ; but the timid and 
loving woman that led him from that camp of 
war was unconscious of all this. She heard 
no whispers of reproach, she saw no scornful 
eyes— she was only conscious that she had 
recovered her husband, and what cared she 
for eyes and lips ! The pickets were passed 
and the last guard stared rudely in her face as 
she approached him ; site prattled ramblingly 
to her husband, fond creature, all the way 
telling how happy she should be, and father, 
and mother— he answered hei not, still walk­
ing gloomily by her side. Little cared she, 
though, and still she prattled. Poor, timid, 
tender creature ! she did not imagine what a 
load of shame she had piled upon the head 
of her husband ! She did not think how 
deeply he was wounded. She had him safe, 
all her own again, at last, and she could not 
dream of any future woe or brooding sorrow! 
but he thought— he brooded over the derision 
of his comrades, and remembered the ex­
pression of their faces as he suffered himself 
to be led out of the encampment. And that 
night in his dreams, he heard the booming 
cannonade, the crack of the musketry, the 
clash of steel and pealing shout of victory; 
but he had suffered a child to tig his hands
and when he struggled to free himself, he 
heard a cry of “Shame ! Shame ! !” that 
awoke him from his uneasy slumber, with 
cold sweat upon his brow, and his tender wife 
slumbering peacefully by his side, with her 
delicate arms clasping his panting chest.
When the morning dawned, and the day 
called him to hisduties,itfound hima strange­
ly altered man. The caresses of his wife 
seemed loathesome to him—he could not bear 
her presence, but sought every opportunity of 
shunning her. But once during that day did 
he speak to her. The poor creature could 
not bear his coldness, and her heart at last 
overflowing with feelings that became insup­
portable, she seized his hands, and looking 
earnestly in his face, while her eyes glistened 
with tears, exclaimed,
•Oh, George! why, why do you behave so 
coldly? It is killing me, George—you must 
look kindly: you must speak kindly to me or 
I shall die!’
He pressed her to his bosom for a moment, 
and then looking her earnestly in her eyes 
said :
‘Mary you have disgraced me!—I never can 
look man in the face again!’
She spoke not, but returned his glance with 
a proud eye, and suddenly quitting the room, 
she left her husband wonderingat the strange­
ness of her behavior. Her absence was but 
for a moment, and returning, she placed in 
the hands of her husband, the gun and knap­
sack with which he had accoutred himself on 
the previous night.
‘There, George,’ she exclaimed, ‘return to 
camp, and tell General Washington that the 
wife gives her heart for the cause of her coun­
try. If every American gave as much, we 
would be invincible ! Go ! God bless you ! 
this is my sacrifice! You will bid me fare­
well—you will look as you used to ! This is 
some happiness. Oh, I could not bear your 
displeasure!’
Need we say how the heart of the young 
patriot leaped with exceeding joy, and how he 
pressed the yielding form of his beautiful wife 
to his bosom !— We prefer that the irnmagin- 
ation of the reader should supply a scene 
which description cannot do justice to.
George Madden was once more enlisted in 
the ranks of his countrymen, where he was 
received with applause.
At this period Philadelphia was occupied 
by the British under General Howe, who, an­
noyed at some forts on the Delaware, detach­
ed a portion of the royal army to reduce them. 
Washington improved this opportunity to at­
tack the remainder of the British army en­
camped at Germantown. This attack was 
made on the part of the Americans with great 
severity, but they were eventually repulsed 
with twice the loss of the enemy, owing to the 
inexperience of part of the troops, and the pre­
sence of a thick fog which embarrassed their 
movements. It was ascertained that lhe Ame­
rican loss amounted to 200 killed, 600 wound­
ed and 400 prisoners.
But how fared George Madden? how fought 
the new recruit ?
An old man— a survivor of the ranks— told 
us he fought with the ferocity of a tiger, and 
that just previous to the commencement of the 
attack, a young strippling presented himself 
to the officers and requested to be placed side 
by side with the hardy battlers for liberty.—  
His request was granted—for no time was al­
lowed for questions or considerations—and he 
was placed by the side of Madden, who only 
noticed him by a look of approval as the troops 
wheeled into line. He fought bravely and 
well; but in vain the contest— useless the 
struggle. History tells of that disastrous field, 
and how the waves of thc oceanlike, the brave 
troops of Washington under their heroic lead­
er, gathered and broke, again and again, up­
on the resisting forces or the enemy, but with­
out effect, only to meet defeat and death !
The early light of the succeeding day beam­
ed upon a spectacle of horror. There lay 
heaps of the dead, the wounded and the dy­
ing. But a little apart from the rest upon the 
green mound, stained only with their own 
blood, lay two forms clasped in the embrace 
of death. The elder and more manly form 
of the two was recognized as that of George 
Madden; the other the fair volunteer of the 
preceding day. They were locked in a last 
embrace, and in trying to part them, it was 
discovered that the tender and slender form 
was that of a woman.
The hearts of the veterans grew big as they 
gazed upon this melancholy spectacle, and 
they forebore to part them; but placed them, 
locked in each others arms, in the same grave; 
and as the earth was thrown over them, no 
sacred rite was performed; but the tears of the 
brave soldiers were sufficient pleaders at the 
bar of heaven, and their sad thoughts an ap­
propriate funeral prayer for the sweet rest and 
perpetual happiness of two such spirits.
The Bereaved Sister-
BY G. D. PREN TICE.
In the spring of 1834, I contracted an ac­
quaintance in one of the cities of the South, 
with a gentleman, who had removed from En­
gland to this country with two small children, 
the one a boy of ten, and the other a girl nine 
years of age. These children were the most 
lovely beings I ever saw. Their extreme 
beauty, their deep and artless affection, and 
their frequent bursts of childish and innocent 
mirth, made them as dear to me as if I had 
been tlie companion of their infancy. They 
were happy in themselves, happy in each oth­
er, and in the whole world of life and nature 
around them.
I had known the family but a few months, 
when my friend was compelled to make a sud­
den and unexpected voyage to South Ameri­
ca. His feelings were embittered by the 
thought of leaving his motherless children be­
hind him, and as I was on the point of em­
barking for Liverpool, I promised to take them 
lo their friends and relations.
My departure was delayed two weeks.— 
During that period I lived under the same 
roof with the little ones that bad been con­
signed to my charge. F ora  few days they 
were pensive and made frequent enquiries for 
their father, but their sorrows were easily as­
suaged, and regret for his absence changed 
into a pleasant anticipation of his return. The 
ordinary sorrows of childhood are but dews 
upon the eagle’s plumage, which vanishes at 
the moment when the proud bird springs up­
ward into the air to woo the first beautiful 
flashes of the morning.
The day for our departure at length arri­
ved, and we set sail on a quiet afternoon in 
summer. It was a scene of beauty and my 
heart fluttered as widely and joyously as the 
wing of a young bird in spring-time. It 
seemed in truth as i f “man’s control had stop­
ped with the shore” that was retreating be­
hind us, and left the world of waters to give 
back the blue of the upper skies as purely 
and peacefully as at the first holy Sabbath of 
creation. The distant hills bent their pale 
blue tops to the waters, and as the great Sun, 
like the image of his Creator, sunk down in 
the West, successive shadows of gold and 
crimson, and purple; came floating over the 
wave, like barks from a (airy land. My young 
companions gazed on these scenes steadily, 
and when the last tints of the dim shore were 
melting into a shadow, they took each other’s 
hands, and a few natural tears gushed forth 
as an adieu to the land they loved.
Soon after sunset, I persuaded my little 
friends to let me lead them to the cabin, and 
then returned to look out again upon the 
Ocean. In about half an hour, as I was stand­
ing musingly and apart, I felt my hand gen­
tly pressed, and turning around, saw that the 
girl had stolen along by my side. In a few 
minutes the evening star began to twinkle 
from the edging of a violent cloud. At first 
it gleamed faintly and at intervals, but anon 
it came brightly out, and shone like a holy 
thing upon the brow of the evening. The girl 
at my side gazed upon it, and hailed it with a 
tone which told that a thought of rapture was 
at her heart. She enquired with simplicity 
and eagerness, whether in the fair land to 
which we were going, that same bright star 
would be visible, and seemed to regard it as 
another friend, that was to be with her in her 
long and lonely journey.
The first week of our voyage was unattend­
ed by any important incident. The sea was 
at times wild and stormy, but again it would 
sink to repose, and spread itself out in beauty 
to the verge of the distant horizon. On the 
eighth day the boy rose pale and dejected, 
and complained of indisposition. On the 
following morning he was confined by a fever 
to his bed, and much doubt was expressed as 
to his fate by the physician of the vessel.
A G ood M ove among W orkm en . The 
Pittsburgh Post states that a large number of 
workmen in the different rolling mills in and 
about Pittsburgh have it in contemplation to 
erect a new iron establishment—furnish their 
own capital, conduct their own business and 
share the profits equally. It is proposed that 
two hundred persons, practical workmen, 
should combine their capital, skill and energy, 
and form a company, to be governed by rules 
and regulations of ffieir own adoption. Each 
member shall furnish five hundred dollars, to 
be put into a capital of one hundred thousand 
dollars with which to commence business.— 
Each member of the association will have a 
particular branch assigned to him— all will be 
actively employed, and there will be no drones 
or idlers among them.
How lo make Hard Water Soft.—While the wa­
ter is heating, take two quarts of wheat bran, put 
this in a bag, place it in the water, and when hot 
enough for use, it will be soft. This is enough 
for a common washing. Another method is to 
use soda, a few ounces of this will soften a hogs­
head of water. It will give a delicate whiteness 
to the linen without the slightest injury, and will 
not effect the hands. It costs but little, aud is a 
great relief to those who cannot procure rain or 
other soft water.
I
can never forget the visible agony, the look 
of utter woe, that appeared upon the face of 
the little girl when the conviction of her be­
loved brother’s danger came slowly upon her 
thoughts, She wept not— she complained 
not—»but hour after hour she sat by the bed 
of the young sufferer—an image of grief and 
beautiful affection. The boy became daily 
more feeble and emaciated. He could not re­
turn the long and burning kisses of his sister, 
and at last, a faint heaving of his breast, and 
the tender eloquence of his half-closed eye, 
and a flash at intervals upon his wasted cheek, 
like the first violet tint of a morning cloud, 
were all that told that he had not yet passed 
ffie ‘first dark day of nothingness,’
The twelfth evening of our absence from 
land was the most beautiful I had ever known 
and I persuaded the girl to go fora short time 
upon deck, that her own brow might be fan­
ned by the twilight breeze. Thc sun bad 
gone down in glory, and the traces of his 
blood-red setting were still visible upon the 
Western waters. Slowly but brilliantly tbe 
many stars were gathering themselves togeth­
er above, and another sky swelled out in soft­
ened beauty beneath, and the foam upon the 
crests of the waves was lightened up like 
wreaths of snow. There was music in every 
wave, and its wild sweet tones came floating 
down from the fluttering penon from above 
us, like the sound of a gentle wind amid a 
cypress grove. But neither music nor beauty 
had a spell for the heart of my little friend.
I talked to her of the glories of the sky and 
sea—I pointed her to the star, on which she 
had always loved to look—but her only an­
swer was a sigh—and I returned with her to 
the bedside of her brother. I perceived in­
stantly, that he was dying. There was no 
visible struggle— but a film was creeping over 
his eye, and the hectic flush of his cheek was 
fast deepening into purple. I know not wheth­
er at first, his sister perceived the change in 
his appearance. She took her seat at his 
side, pressed his pale lips to her own, and 
then, as usual, let her melancholy eye rest 
fixedly upon his countenance. Suddenly his 
looks brightened for a moment, and he spoke
sionate caress, and looked up in my face as 
if to implore encouragement. I knew that 
her hopes were but a mockery. A moment 
more, and a convulsive quiver passed over 
the lips of the dying boy, a slight shudder 
ran through his frame—and all was still. The 
girl knew, as if intuitively, that her brother 
was dead. She sat in tearless silence—but I 
saw that the waters of bitterness were gather­
ing fearfully at their fountain. At last she 
raised her hands with a sudden effort, and 
pressing them upon her forehead, wept with 
the uncontrollable agony of despair.
From Ellis’ History of the Order—Just published.
The Order in Ireland*
We can only record the informal introduc­
tion of our Order into Ireland. Brother John 
Alexander, of Philadelphia,a whole-soul disci­
ple of Father Mathew, and an Irishman by 
birth, determined that his father-land should 
have the benefits of the organization, applied 
to the M. W. P. for a copy of the B. B. and 
other documents to send over. These, of 
course, were refused to the worthy brother.—  
Determined, however, not to be disappointed 
in his favorite project, he, by attention to the 
words of the ceremonies, succeeded in com­
mitting them partially to memory, and trans­
mitted copies, with such printed documents 
as he could obtain.
The result has been ffie establishment of 
three societies or Divisions, acting independ­
ently, but under the same laws and regula­
tions, and with ceremonies closely aproxima- 
ting to those of the Order. These Divisions 
will undoubtedly form a connection with those 
in England, and be the means of spreading 
the association over the Island. Among oth­
er things sent over, were samples of the differ­
ent regalias. One of the colors did not exact­
ly suit, from the associations connected with 
it, and they changed it to “orange;” so our 
Irish brothers are likely hereafter to rally un­
der the “White, Orange and Blue.” Altho' 
the proceedings of Brother Alexander were 
rather informal, and a little illegal, yet there 
is so much of the innate enthusiasm of the 
Irish character displayed in the movement, 
that we can well afford to pardon the error, 
and exult in its happy results.
Mutiny and Slorribie Massacre.
The Gen, Wood, convict ship, sailed from 
Bombay, for China, last year, with 92 con­
victs, and at Singapore she took on board 
several passengers, one of whom fu rnishes the 
following particulars of their voyage :
At about half-past one or ttVo in thc morn­
ing of the 3d of January, we were awakened 
by a loud noise on deck. I immediately rose 
and went to the door of our cabin, for the pur­
pose of ascertaining the reason of the uproar. 
I had scarcely touched ffie handle of the door 
which separates the Captain’s cabin from ours 
was thrown suddenly open, and Capt. Stokoe 
rushed in, exclaiming, ‘For God’s sake shut 
the door and keep it fast!’ He was almost 
immediately followed by Mr. Andrew Far- 
quhar, one of the passengers. Having sccur- 
ed the entrance, I turned and asked the Cap­
tain to tell me what was the matter, but could 
get no reply from him. He (the captain) ap­
peared to have lost all presence of mind, and 
kept running up and down exclaiming at in­
tervals, O. merciful Father, what have I done 
that this should happen ? After repeating the 
question over and over again, as to what had 
occurred, he informed me that the convicts 
had risen, and taken possession of the vessel 
and cuddy, where the arms had been placed. 
I then asked him as to whether anything 
could be done, and what had become of the 
mates and crew. His reply was ‘The con­
victs had got the fire-arms; nothingcould now 
be effected.’ He was ignorant of ffie fate of 
his officers, and the Lascars must have all 
hid themselves. After this Captain S, be­
came ealmer, and commenced loading his 
pistols. Just as this wa3 done we heard the 
cries of Mr. Gill, the third officer, followed 
by heavy blows. The moans became fainter 
and fainter. Captain S. went outside thc 
cabin door, and fired his pistols without any 
effect. He then rushed back again, dragging 
Mr. Gill, whom he threw upon the mattress 
which happened to be on the floor. Mr. Gill 
had a sheet thrown around him, and was one 
mass of blood from head to foot; he lay there 
groaning, and, on our asking him where he 
was wounded, he said he did not know, but, 
from the excrutiating pain he was suffering 
in his thigh, thought it must be broken. He 
must have been dreadfully mutilated, as not a 
white spot could be seen on his body from the 
large quantity of blood. Captain Stokoe was 
perfectly incapacitated from doing anything, 
and remained without acting at all.
I put the question to him, as to whether 
there was any way of getting down into the 
hold, where we might hide Mrs. Seymour and 
her ayah : he said at first no, but afterwards 
commenced tearing up tbe planks which cov­
ered tbe locker; but to our disappointment 
the aperture by the rudder down to the hold 
was two small for even Mrs. Seymour to at­
tempt. We then requested Captain Stokoe 
to speak to tbe Chinese, and offer them the 
boat, if they would spare our lives. His an­
swer was ‘Those wretches know no mercy.’ 
He said he would try to speak to the convicts, 
and went out the quarter-gallery port for that 
purpose-, after which we neither saw nor heard 
anything more of him. When Captain Sto- 
koe had left us I put out all the lights in our 
cabin, for fear of the convicts seeing what we 
were about. During the time that I was hold­
ing the door, it was twice tried to be opened 
by the convicts. But on finding it secured, 
they retired. I then directed Mrs. Seymour 
and the ayah to hide themselves in the quar- 
ter-gallerv as the last resource. I could see 
through the chinks of the door what wras go­
ing on in the cuddy. The convicts seemed 
busy knocking off their irons, and rifling the 
mate’s cabin. After some time a body of them 
armed with the ship’s axe’s, spears, &c., com­
menced breaking in the cabin doors, and see­
ing it was then useless for me alone to stand
his sister’s name. She replied with a pas- hy the door any longer, I retired to the quar*
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ter gallery, where the rest were exclaiming, 
‘The convicts are breaking open the doors ! ’ 
Mr. Andrew Farquhar then left us, and we 
saw no more of him until the morning. We 
then heard them open our cabin door. There 
was a scuffle. Mr. Gill who had been lying 
on tho cabin ffoor, immediately rushed into 
the quarter-gallery, bringing with him a bay­
onet, (the only available weapon that we had 
during the whole period,) and closed the door 
after him, desiring me to assist him in secur­
ing the same. The convicts trying two or 
three times to force it without success, with­
drew. We then knew our only hope of suc­
cess lay in our remaining quiet where we 
were at hand. At the time we imagined the 
convicts would either take to the boats and 
leave the ship, or some vessel might come 
down to render us assistance.
We sat in dreadful suspense for about an 
hour or more, and our feelings may well be 
imagined when we heard over our heads the 
sound of a person being dragged forward fol­
lowed by blows, evidently inflicted by a heavy 
sharp instrument upon some soft substance, 
and then a dull splash in the water— this was 
repeated five times. After the lapse of a min­
ute or two we heard the clashing of men’s 
leg irons as they again came to our door; on 
finding it secure they burst in one of the pan- 
nels and thrust their spears and swords thro’; 
upon which which Mr. Gill called out, ‘1 say 
Foki, why for you want to kill me?’ ‘Come 
out, come out!’ and a repetition of the ihrust- 
.ng of spears and swords. Mr. Gill took the 
bayonet to offer resistance, but in the attempt 
got dreadfully cut and wounded about the 
hand, the Chinese taking care not to come 
within the reach of any weapon that we might 
have, but to keep at spears length; they then 
broke the rest of the doors to splinters. Mr. 
Gill being in the way of their weapons, and 
being unable to stand the agony from his 
wounds he was receiving, got out of the 
quarter gallery window, after which he was 
no more seen. I had taken up my sword, 
but found, owing to its length, and the con­
fined place we were in, that I was unable to 
use it, especially as I said before, on account 
of the convicts being out of the reach of any 
weapon. As yet we hoped we might es­
cape, for they were ignorant of our being on 
board; having broken open the door, and see-
St. John, (N. B.) June 26, ’48. 
F riend Jewell: Early impressions fe 
ceived in our infancy, grow up with our
as chief Magistrate; finally in every branch 
of the Government ,Civil and Political, (a cry 
again from every part of the hall, ‘that 
would kill our Royality’)give us but the same 
chance; give us even room and free schools, 
I ask no Protection except the power which 
me. We aregiouth and become a part and parcel ofour- 'Q0(j has given e. e are now pent up 
selves, erecting an altar comprising the most narrow minded, superstitious, bigoted, degra 
learned and humble aspirate and philanthro- ' ■ u  M'
ing the boat open, and it also being dark, we 
remained unperceived, ant'd the Chinese re­
tired; it Was, however, for a few paces only, 
for one of them returned bearing a lantern in 
his hand, from the reflection of which we 
were discovered.
I was immediately dragged out and sur­
rounded by a number of convicts armed with 
every description of arms that they had been 
able to lay hold of; they then forced me for­
ward to the weathar gangway, where they 
made signs I was to go overboard, and to fa­
cilitate my egress commenced to cut me down.
I fell over some spars, and received two cut­
lass wounds, and in attempting to evade oth­
ers, fell backwards with my head foremost in 
the sea. Not being able to swim, I laid hold 
of a rope that was over the ship’s side.— 
Whilst in that position, two other men were 
thrown overboard—Dne a corpse, tlie other one 
not being hurt, got in the main chains, whence 
he Would not render me any assistance, al­
though I entreated him to do so. Not being
pist. Yes, man the noblest work of God to 
fall down and worship: offering incense the 
most costly and prayer the most devout.— 
Giant minds are bound, hemmed in and cramp­
ed in by superstition and bigotry. Some 
favorite doctrine, principle or idea receiv­
ed from the mother, father, family phy­
sician, pastor, priest, bishop, king, queen or 
government; that is the Ideal god in the mind 
pre-eminent above all others, that must not— 
can not be abandoned ; no matter what the 
sacrifice, this favorite doctrine be it ever so 
absurd, must never be compromised. A por­
tion of the body may be severed at once; but 
of the mind it requires ages— the great re­
form, commencing with the Christian era have 
hardly commenced now. Political, moral and 
religious sects have arisen, proclaiming with 
herculean power their own favorite doctrine, 
and exposing the falsity of others—erecting 
their own false gods to worship; never yield­
ing until condemned by that tribunal, public 
opinion. Could education be universal— the 
young mind free from early prejudice, super­
stitious, notions and bigotry, suffered to grow 
up untrammelled— to think, act, reflect and 
investigate— with free discussion and the 
freedom of the press—then mind would come 
come in contact with mind like the flint and 
stone kindling new light and burning oil the 
rough corner of the old.
How many have elected the false god ‘wine,’ 
offering the most costly sacrifice— his sons, 
his daughters, his health, wealth, peace, the 
wife of his bosom— the stay and support of 
his declining years, all, all that is near and 
dear : finally his own life. The statesmen 
of the world have their ‘false gods,’ never 
abandoning their worship until they have 
plunged their country into war and offered 
up rivers of blood for a sacrifice. Slavery, the 
god of the South—the god of many of our 
gifted statesmen whom the American people 
have delighted to honor, has received sacri­
fice in every form, even life itself. That 
champion of liberty— the great of the great— 
lion. John C. Calhoun, whose character is 
unspotted, falls down and worships this false 
god, offering the sacrifice of his honor and it 
may be his life. In this Province they have 
their false god, the falsest of all false gods, 
‘Royalily’— where ail ages, sects, and condi­
tions prostrate themselves in humble rever­
ence- no project discussed but that that god 
is before them. They are completely cramp­
ed and bound ; they cannot, dare not move, 
except in the road their fathers trod in. No 
progress— no improvement— social, moral, 
political or religious ; the same old doctrine 
without change or amelioration; they find 
themselves in a sad condition— with thous­
ands and tens of thousands of the most igno­
rant, wretched, filthy, debased, miserable be­
ings—and daily increasing; threatening des­
truction to all. They have no free schools; 
but the province pay to female teachers, some 
twenty, others thirty, and an other grade
dec!, listless creatures, without enterprise, 
without standing in societies, our wives cen­
sured or mere cramped serfs by superiors 
our children in the streets surrounded by 
every crime, running wild—no schools— no 
employment— every generation sinking deep­
er and deeper in debasement. (Another voice 
‘educate the ?nasses,a death blow atRoyality.)
The speech had its effect; and notwith­
standing all had their false gods, they could 
but cheer him. The spark was struck, new 
light kindled, a blaze fanned, and daily dis­
cussions in every corner of the streets on the 
subject of free schools and direct taxation take 
place. Some proclaim aloud for free trade 
with the world— universal suffrage— the offi­
cers responsible to the people. Others say 
give us annexation; others, the Colonial du­
ties on tbe Maine lumber, is a bastard act, 
and ought to be repealed; others go for the 
free navigation of this river. It is really 
amusing to hear tlie business men discuss 
these questions. But ‘no salt can save’ this 
Province without they educate the rising gen­
eration, and if it was not for their false, mis-
ance and both lecturers upon temperance.—  
And they do more for temperance reform in 
this vicinity than a thousand such down hill 
helpers as th is“C. II. D .,” who singles them out 
from the other ministers and accuses them of 
upholding the “damning traffic,” and sport­
ing at the expense of the poor negro. Now  
indeed, “consistency is a jewel,” and you 
would suppose that “C. H. D .” never attend­
ed a concert where negro songs were sung, 
nor upheld the “damning traffic” by going in­
to that h a ll; but so far is this from the truth, 
that I dare assert that he has done more in 
this way than any other citizen, towards the 
support of the rum traffic in that tavern. It 
is very pleasant to dance in this spacious hall, 
and when “C. H. D .” was danced out of the 
Methodist Church, he made a grand prome­
nade into this hall, where he continued his 
“pigeon wings” by the season, paying the 
fiddler and owner most bountifully, and if all 
the rum that was under him at those times 
had been set on fire, he would have seen 
such a specimen of the “blue flames” as 
would have given no contemptible foretaste 
of his future fate. All the while be is a 
warm advocate of temperance. Now is this 
supporting the “damning traffic. ?” Last sum­
mer when twenty glasses of liquor were sold 
where one is sold now, a boxing master set 
up a school in this hall, and “C. H. D .” night­
ly received lessons in the sublime art of but­
toning up his neighbor’s eyes, and paid his
guish by giving them firewater, whereby they 
became greatly changed.
12. Now the Elders in the gale are great­
ly troubled with Nathan, Lord Nelson, and 
others for their hostility to Rechab and his 
Sons, and are preparing io bring them up to 
the gate to pronounce judgment against them.
13. And when the elders shall do this it is 
expected that peace will follow.
J etii b o .
Sebasticook region, near the Gore, 6th moon.
An Independent Press—guided by honesty ol purpose and 
principle—devoted to the support of morality and virtue, as 
the true element of national prosperity, and of individual 
and social happiness.
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erable false god ‘Royalily’—so that the peo-1 money to that master, who dropped it, four- 
pie’s minds could be untrammelled, I have no pence by fourpence, into the landlord s 
doubt that would soon take place, but that j money box, for liquor. Is this supportin 
inch unless compelled I “damning traffic ?” Lastgod will never yield an 
by political or moral power.
Y ours, in haste.
t is 
summer too,
the
this
Oldtoicn, June 20th, ’48. 
Mr. E ditor : I wish to be heard through 
your paper in defence of right: I ask nothing
model of consistency attended theatrical per­
formances that were given in this hall every 
Saturday n ight; paying his money to those 
performers whom he knew to be regular to­
pers. Ah! those lady dancers “ in shorts!” 
“C .H . D. virtue was not proof against 
more, and if you have ignorantly allowed I such a sight. But was this upholding the 
your columns to disseminate error and palpa-1 “damning traffic?” Again, this ‘C. H. D .’ 
blv false statements, whereby innocent indi-1 was in this hall last season, at a negro con- 
viduals have been made to suffer in public ! cert given by some of the “regular b’hoyTs ;” 
opinion, your innocence will fully appear in ! a row was got up, in which ‘C. H. D .’ took a 
allowing an equal opportunity lo '"those who| part. He gave his money to those rowdies to ;ot harshness, all would at once conclude to be un
desire to disabuse the public mind of either ! get drunk upon. Was this patronizing the ! worthy of the bench. [he least exercise olmalevo-
Diity to tho Convicted.
The few articles which have recently appeared 
touching this subject sufficiently manifest, that con­
siderable diversity of opinion exists upon it; if not 
indeed, also, that the views of manyareso immature. 
We intend no clisrepeetto any. If we mistake not, the 
wide field embraced within the subject isopen before 
the people, and vigorous investigation is urgently 
demanded. A few seem determined to overturn the 
eld land marks, and hence it is the duty of every 
friend of wholesome liberty to interpose some coun- 
erpoises, lest these Jehus should throw down all 
restraints. Fortunately capital crimes are so seldom 
committed that frequent opportunities to agitate the 
subject under exciting circumstances do not occur.— 
The late excitement has abundantly proved that cau­
tion is necessary. Without •particularly referring to 
any article which we have seen, we think it a duty 
to present to the reader a few thoughts.
It is unquestionably the duty of all to exercise to­
wards the condemned, only emotions of pity and 
commisseration. The Judge who should condemn 
a criminal with feelings of malevolence,and in terms
falsehood or incorrect coloring of facts.— A 
man who stands sentinel of outposts to guard 
them from hostile approach, should be a sol-
damning traffic?” And again, this 
D.’ last winter paid dollarupon dollar for hire 
of Cowing k: Green’s horses and carriages, to 
dier faithful and ttue, and of incorruptible ink carry him to a dancing school in a neighbor- 
tegrity. You have one in these regions whom ; ing town. He hired no other, though others 
you doubtless consider an excellent guard of! were as handy and as cheap. Mr. Editor, is 
these temperance outposts, one who answers! this giving support to a rum tavern ? 
well to Shakspeare’s soldier, j “0, consistency thou art a jewel!”
“ Who wears upon his chin j But I fear that your readers will think that
The beard of Hercules and frowding Mars,
Assuming valor’s excrement to render him
C. H. lence towards such would be moral deformity in her 
whom he had deprived of a son or a husband, and 
much more in any other citizen. Let one be as 
guilty and ill deserving as one could be, malevo­
lence in any towards him, would be a wrong, an un­
mingled wrong. Hence to exult in the punishment, 
as such of the guilty, however ill deserving they are 
in our judgement, manifests a degraded mind.
is at once crippled, if not indeed destroyed. To tali 
of efforts to release a criminal as soon as he is in. 
carcerated, or to attempt in any manner, to arrest 
the execution of the laws cannot hut tend to render 
them uncertain and nugatory. We do not allude to 
these things from any impression that there is the 
least danger of any movement of this kind, to an 
extent whieh will ruffle the surface of public opinion 
much less affect its depths, upon which our laws and 
other institutions have their immoveable basis. tye 
intend only utterance to the opinion, that all such as 
have acted in this way most deceive themselves, and 
are in gross wrong. Even relatives of criminals 
who fee 1 deeply would be slow to condemn the laws 
or arrest their operation. While wc feel for both 
we must be governed by reason instead of puerile 
sympathy.
If a criminal were the son or brother of every per­
son in the State, were such a thing possible, and 
were all his relatives in a paroxysm of grief on h\s 
account, still it were ineffably foolish to talk of mea­
sures for his relief from the penalty of the law has- 
ed upon any such ground. It is gratifying lo believe 
that the intelligence and integrity of the people ele­
vate them far above all such false principles; aDd 
that such is the virtue and decision of the executive, 
that tne suicidal policy or injudicious pardon will 
never be adopted by him. That so much has been 
said in behalf of one who has fallen from high stand­
ing, while nothing of the kind was heard regarding ■ 
the murderer of Mr. Wilsonjwhen all the features of 
thc two cases are compared, fully exemplifies a fas­
tidious taste, which for the credit of humanity we 
hope to be exceedingly limited, and which is believed 
to be so. The people of Maine pity the condemned 
and all who suffer with him, but regard the safety 
of the public interests a thousand times more.
Fourth of July.
The 4th of July passed off very pleasantly and sat­
isfactory in this town, by a celebration of the vil­
lage schools. At about half past 'en a procession 
ot the schools was formed at the common, under the 
direction of Col. Isaac N. Tucker, as Marshal, and 
proceeded through Brunswick street, Water street, 
Church street and Dresden street, to Deane's Grove, 
where seats had been prepared for their accommoda­
tion, and in lront of which a stand had been erected 
for the speakers. Rev. James ?. Weston presided, 
assisted by William H. Byram, Jesse B.Tozier and 
John C. Bartlett, as Yice Presidents. Rev. Mr. Hill 
officiated as Chaplain, and commenced the exercises 
with an appropriate prayer. The scholars then all 
united in singing, under the direction of Mr. Hopkins. 
Dr. Burgess of this town was then introduced to the 
audience, and entertained them for about fifteen min­
utes, in a neat, appropriate and highly instructive
Redoubted-
But this is only one side of the matter ; only half
Oldtown is a bad place from these frequent j the truth. He who would re illy pity, and pray for! sPeecl1- After singing again hy the children, the 
pop-guns of ‘C. H. D.’ It is a pity that its j a criminal,-and in regard to the suffering itself, regret j Kev- Jonas Burnham of Augusta was introduced, 
former reputation should he sullied hy such j it all, on the other hand, considering that the punish-! and addressed tbe audience in a very animated man- 
Y our excellent paper is often made to echo j ebullitions, and I desire to undeceive the pub- jment would greatly tend to restrain crime and protect! ner> enchaining the attention of both children and
3 report of his gun whose oft repeated(inngs fie. I challenge the state to produce a town j fife and property, on the whole would rejoice in i t_ adults throughout his entire speech. After he eon-
aiarm all who read,except those in this vicini- j 0f equal number of inhabitants, whose citizens ‘ The good parent does not delight, by any means, to ; cluded> lh(>re singing again by the children, and 
ty, who know Uie truth. \  out readers are are a more strictly temperate, orderly, and j  see his child suffer, either mind or bodv. for disohe. i ^en Mr. Withington of Hallowell made a short
th
None does jdience; but lie does, delight to see ir hole some disci■ j speech appropriate lo the occasion. Again the chil-
able to hold on any longer, and feeling af- Korty Pounds> in > c^ P^ish or county and 
most sure that all on hoard had been murder- j’rom one t0 0lie hundred and ifi\ pounds to 
ed, I gave myself tin as lost, and let go my ! orie male teacher-and they must have a cer- 
hotd. By chancel1 floated to the after part j t,ficaUj fromL the secretary that they have a 
of the ship, where the ship’s gig was suspen- i f ert£Vn number °rf scholars. But these scho-
ded with one end in the water (Capt. Stokoe j lars have t0 ,PaY from, four t0 S1X P°u"ds Pr 
having attempted to cut it away during the , Year themselves, or their parents, with the ex­
night,) and remained there concealed until ;cePj;l0n of six m the male department which 
daylight, when I was called up by the con- I free' . In th.s parish, being larger than the 
victs. and assured 1 should not be hurt i f i ° lh(jrs’ ^  have more: they have one hun- 
I came on board. I did so with difficulty, |dred and fifty pounds at the Cathohc school 
being very much bruised from the heavy ! [° Weep them straight-and they have one 
swell that kept continually striking the boat ! 5"ndre? pounds at an extra school called the 
against the ship’s stern" I there met Mr. Me/™ th  school, so that about one hundred 
Farquhar and Mrs. Seymore, who had suffer- *nd {‘fly f 1h° lars c?n b? accommodated at the
appreciate his works, 
fortunate man— not because of hi 
a blue nose, nor because of his busint
ed no hurt, but had been dreadfully frighten­
ed by the Chinese, who had frequently men­
aced her life. They had repeatedly said that 
had she been the wife of Mr. Caldwell depu-
female schools; and at the three schools taught 
by males— the Catholic, tlie Megrath and 
Grammar, four hundred and fifty; and you 
will have at school if they are full, six hun-
ty superinleudint of police al Hong-Kong, Idred sfo la rs , oil paying!but six. They have 
they would have chopped her into p ie c e s .-  » P°Pulatlon of some ‘'"I1? • “ >.«
When on deck, I perceived a brig at anchor 
close to the leeward of us. The Chinese, on 
finding we could not navigate the ship for 
them, confined us to our cabin, and being 
shown hy the Chinese sailors on board, they 
slipped the cable and stood to tha south-east 
striving to avoid Singapore harbor. After 
we were under way, I saw the ship’s gig float­
ing towards the land, and the brig noticed 
before standing after us with all sail set, when 
she suddenly changed her course, and steered 
for Singapore. The same evening we saw a 
ship standing towards us; the convicts then 
put the crew under hatches and handcuffed 
them. The ship passed on without noticing 
us. At night the gunner’s mate attempted 
to run the ship ashore, hut the Chinese being 
too vigilant he could not succeed. Mrs. Sey­
more’s ayah, from the effect of the first night’s 
fright, became deranged on the third day, and, 
notwithstanding our endeavors to prevent her, 
jumped overboard and was drowned. After 
tacking oft’and on, at the pleasure of the Chi­
nese day after day, on Friday, Jan. 20, we 
sighted the Natunas.’
The General Wood was wrecked on a reef, 
nine miles from Fulo Laol, North Natunas.—  
As the inhabitants were few in number, they 
could do little more than rescue such of the 
crew as survived; and only sixteen of the con­
victs were secured. Nevertheless, the Kya 
of Pulo has most laudibly taken such meas­
ures as will no doubt lead to their final cap­
ture. Seventy-five human beings are stated 
to have fallen victims.
least ten thousand are under the age of six­
teen years—leaving nine thousand, four hun
the truth.
led to believe all they see in your paper, and j church going people than ours.
Lrb<M a\f  familial with the signature oi “ C. . more for the support ol the preached gos- \pji„e) by which the moral obliquities of his offspring dren sunS- and the speech was cone-luffed by the Rev. 
il.  I  ., who represents Oh:town in rather an pel. There is too much rum sold here, it is | may be removed, and they be thereby rendered bet s - Jlldd of Augusta, in a speech well adapted to both 
odious light. It is my wish lo mforrat the , true, and so we may say of anyplace where and h icr. should one of our modern ,W o  I children and adulis. worthy ot himself, and. improv- 
publ,c ot this author, that U may Ac better j ,t „  cold at a l l ; but all the p n ™  movers m refcn0OT> r t e ,  a g00(l WM comct, ” j ing to all who had the good to,tone he present.-
. ', C y  Un !,; ' i  tempeiance cause say t tat it Iso .child, come forward and sympathise openly with it.! The exercises closed with singing, and the proces-
is r t, emg lie use to labor heie, w n.e • • 5 j telling it that such treatment of it by its parent was1 skm %vas rcfor!Ued> and proceeded a short distance to
ing a tailor,-nor because of want of knowl- 1 have one Odd Fellows "Lodge and Encamp! ™ gl and that he pitied it and would glad* j the table to partake of a picnic prepared in excellent 
edge, having swallowed both Webster and menl here, one of the Sons and one of D augh-| share ,ts burden’ thus h regard itself, rather . ‘as‘e> *  the lames, young and o«i, belong,ug to tne
Walker’s Dictionary; but he is unfortunate I ters of Temperance, one of Sons and one of a mart*r than a lm!e crimi>^  "’ould that parent: ^ cra l schoo Districts comprising,lie village. There 
in never being at peace with any man, and in I Daughters of Rechab, and one of Masons— lbank such a« onc ? Would he, could he regard ; was an abundance for all, and all seemed to be m 
making everybody hate him, with a few fa ir  all in a flourishing condition. ‘C. H. D .’ is :such condllct as proper ? Rather would he not con- j ex'-:ei,ei:l spirits and to participa'e in the festivities of
an Odd Fellow, hut an unprovoked attack up- | sider snch an influence as more destructive than the | thc occasion \ri th joyous hearts, 
on a brother in the public prints, has put him j fanf  aad virus of a viper ? j The «umber ot chlIdren ,D the recession was
upon his good conduct for a certain period.— j U we do not greatly mistake, the conduct of many sevea handled; they were veiy neally dre>sed,
He is a Son of Temperance also; but in your °f present day, regarding the criminal, is very:1 a,ld many of them, especially the Misses, decorated 
last paper he has unjustly and unkindly at- j similar to such treatment ot a child, and much morn; u *th dowers in excellent taste. IS early every school 
tacked two brothers, one of whom he has pernicious. The law proclaims—“If any man steal, j carr*ed an appropriate banner, and their whole up; 
falsely accused of claiming exclusive right to &c., &c , he shall be imprisoned; if he murder a jpearance was pleasing, and the deportment of the 
lecture upon temperance. And if there is a fellow being, in cold blood, he shall be imprisoned! children throughout the day was orderly, attentive, 
spark of justice in this Division of that oi- aud then hung.” Such is the declaration of the and highly commendable.
der, he will have to recant this falsehood. Ver- whole people, by their laws—laws made for the good! The whole affair passed off well,and reflects much 
ily there be “ wolves in sheep’s clothing.”— of the whole; as necessary for protection, and for credit uPon the scholars, the teachers, and all those 
But whatever sacrifice he has made in his ..he oppression or wrong of none. Now it is evi-: concerned in getting it up; and for one we rejoice 
clothing line, are made from loss of the custom dent, when a man, by crime, renders himself obnox-1 tUat we have lived to see the day when thc subject 
of those who wercMris friends, biri who could jous (0 this penalty, that the statute palpably contem-i proper)}' educating and training the rising genera-
plates and designs, that he shall be cut off from j tion has become of sufficient consequence in the es- 
contact with the common sympathies of his fellow j tiraaiion ot our citizens, that one fourth of July, one
exceptions.
When he had mounted his bench upon bis 
first coming into Oldtown, he gave his atten­
tion to the subject of phrenology. His re­
searches therein developed to himself some 
personal traits which excited his fears of sal­
vation, and he sought to secure it by joining 
the Methodist society. Here he conceived 
the notion, that like Moses of olden time, he 
might dance before the ark of his covenant. 
This practice his humble brethren could not 
find in all Christ’s acts, so they played the 
rogue’s march for him and danced hfm out of 
their church. After this, no religious society 
or creed could suit him. The humble Metho­
dists were knaves—the Orthodox were hypo­
crites— the Universalists were “hair splitters,” 
and the Baptists “cotton tails.” And now 
there comes into the place a preacher, who 
appoints a meeting at Cowing & Green’s
dred without schools, and a large portion so | Hall, the place against which “C. H. D .” ful- 
poor they could not send if schools were pro- j minates so furiously in your last week’s pa- 
vided, unless they were free. These children ' per. Our hero is the most attentive listener, 
are in the streets running wild, unprotected The preacher prays not, neither does he sing; 
and uncared for—without employment,save to | but rushes down like an avalanche upon eve- 
beg a copper to buy a morsel to eat. It is the j ry institution of religion, and all professions, 
most revolting sight you can imagine, noth-! and all governments; totally burying them 
ing but rags, crime and misery. This is the lupin  hypocrisy and knavery. Our hearer 
situation in which the people of this city find ! was exactly suited, became a convert, and set 
themselves; and what is true of this city is ! sail at once in the redoubtable Pleasure Boat, 
true of the Provinces. But that electric spark jit is a mystery that “C. H. D .” should feel 
of freedom and reform that has set the world such an antipathy to the place where he first 
on fire—prostrating thrones and that false god i learned his religion.
‘Royalily’ in the dust, has kindled in this God | In addition to wooing the presence of the 
forsaken province. They see arid feel their j etherial dove, “C .H . D .” has not hy any 
situation. With a country possessing all the j means neglected those doves incarnate whose 
natural advantages of commerce, manufac- spirits were congenial with his. And it is 
tories, ship-building, lumbering, trade and
not stand his wolfish course. In fact this ; 
Mr. C. II. De Wolfe, in name, business, and 
particularly in conduct, demonstrates a pecu­
liar fact that has escaped rhe notice of writers 
upon natural history, viz: that
“ One truth is clear, dispute it if you can,
DeWolfe is jist de ninth part of a man.”
JU S T U S .
men—that he shall be shut out from society, and de- j Independent day, has beep devoted to a common 
i  Drived of fraternal intercourse and communion, arid I  Sch°0l celebration.’ i _____________________
of many other blessings included in freedom? How 
nonsensical, then, is it, to carp upon these privations Leavitt’s Readers.
This series of common school readers consists of
agriculture, they are a poor, miserable, igno­
rant, debased people; neglected by their moth-
of prisoners, and complain of them, as if they were
endured by innocent men wrongfully, and not by fel,i f°lir books; and so far as the mechanical execution 
1 Jn ljmes 0f vore the Sebasticook River ons‘ The people have made cells and bolts, bars and; is concerned, they are got up in a style of surpass- 
was discovered to be a °reat resort for fish, d/o}gt°/lli> too, for such, as exactly appropriate and j ing excellence and sold at the extremely low price 
and this brought together, from various parts oidispensibh, and have also appointed good men, as! of 12 i-2cis. for the First, 25cts. for the Second, 
of the land, fishermen. their keepers, to whom they have given discretion in j 42cts. for the Third , and 50cts. for the Fourth at
2. Now the business of catching fish ex- tde whole matter ot adjusting them to their respec- retail ; but when sold by the Dozen copies a dis­
posed these men to get wet from tne water jrive cells, and alloting them their avocations. It is i count is made of nearly one third from the retail 
—so as an offset, they must wet inside as well presumed that superintendent and keepers are men | price< But as excellent and unsurpassed as the pa 
as out.
3. Now James thought it might be ri 
so he undertook to supply these net men
got a quantity of fire water, which pleased they are fully charged. Under such circumstances, 
these men greatly. j how foolish it must appear to all sensible people to
4. Other men were exposed to wet, by get- have individuals flourish through the columns of a 
ting their lumber down, so Daniel, Philan- paper long articles, in direct violation of this whole
quite evident that he has succeeded far better der and Parker, kept the fire water, so as to policy! When writers manifest such fastidiousness
5 price. But as excellent and unsurpassed asthepa-
who act from principle and not passion, though thev i , , „„„ r. . I ‘ 1 1 ' & - ' per, print, cuts, binding and general apnearancc ot
ight, strictly carrv out the spirit and letter ot the penalty, , , , ,° j ! . , : • . i these books, they are inferior in these respects), and with the execution ol which, upon most prisoners,! , , . ,, , ,. * ' fn 1 in n 3 m l hln m at Iim.i  IooaIi i rwr ♦ n a  nrt fit
Indeed, it is shrewdly thought, that his zeal
| in regard to the legal sufferings, or justly appointed
er country and despised by by all others. It i in the temperance reform is % cloak to hide a
is really amusing to hear them discuss their 
situation and devise remedies, but they are 
much like a certain divine of your town, who 
is famous for tearing down—hut never bring­
ing forth a plan to build up.
The Chambers of Commerce held a meet-1 Mr. Editor, assert that he is doing more in- 
ing in the hall of this house. They talked of jury to the cause in th is place, than they all 
free trade, evidently laboring under some cm- |can obviate. “C. H. D.” knows that he is not 
barrassment. They could not branch off’— j sustained, in his unreasonable course, and 
but kept in shoal water. Their minds seem- therefore he boldly asserts that “he does not
n these latter, than in his former aspirations, j wet these men inside while the water of the
Sebasticook wet them outside. j privations of criminals, it manifests not only a shal-
4. Now in the process of lime the action | lowness of intellect, but also unsoundness ot prim
multitude of sins; hut be that as it may, I j of this fire water became terrible; it burned j C)pies. 
do not hesitate to say that the friends of tern-j their property and bodies, and wasted the j The passing strange idea, that because a criminal 
perance in this town do not approve of hts j people a w a y  greatly, so that compassion was ; isTrom what are denominaled the 
course. On the contrary, I have heard those; excited toward them.
who are as desirous of reform as you can be, l 5. In process of time James died ; so Dan-
Parker got no more fire-
higher ranks of
Ma. E d it o r .—‘Having business at Farm­
ington, on my way I called at the Mt. Vernon 
Stage house, kept by Maj. W. A. Blossom, 
Mt. Vernon Village, and I most cheerfully 
say that it is the best public House I ever 
stopped at in the rState of Maine. In the first 
place, it is a Temperance House of the first 
order, and Bro. Blossom is just thc man to 
keep such a House. Every thing about the 
premises is in the most perfect order, and no 
loafers are to be seen hanging around his bar­
room. His rooms are neat and airy. His 
beds good and clean,
His table the best that I ever sat down to 
in the state, being furnished with ail the lux­
uries that could be asked for, from tho fine 
salmon, green peas,cucumbers &c.,to the flow­
ing pitcher of good ice water.
Fellow Travellers—if you want good fare, 
and good attention, call on Blossom.
E. C. B.
Boston, Mass. June 29th. 1848.
ed to be cramped and afraid—occasionally one 
would out with some noble thought, when 
another voice quick and excited—‘that would 
compromise our Royalily.’ O. that false god ! 
Others would petition Her Majesty—some 
dared whisper annexation—things could he no 
worse. No matter what, ‘no, no, that won’t 
do,’ says the President, ‘out of order,’cries an 
other, ‘a blow at Royalily,’ cries a third. At
hold himself responsible to any society for 
what he says or does, and shall act according 
to his own counsels.” It is for this reason 
that he attacks the friends of temperance with 
as much virulence as he does the veriest rum­
my. In fact, there is scarcely a respectable 
man in town, who has not been slobbered all 
over, in the public prints with his abusive lan- 
uage, which comes out in long slimy epithets,
ast a young man, a mechanic, rises to ad- like balmy beer from a long necked bottle.
dress the meeting,and as he began to talk they 
were not disposed to hear him, but from curi­
osity they listened. He told them that the 
past year he spent in the states— (he had evi­
dently put away that false god ‘Rovality’) he 
told them he wanted room; liberty portrayed 
the condition of the mechanics in the states— 
their products could be found in every part of 
the habitable globe. Their minds were un- 
trarnmeled, they were educated; their chil­
dren had schools, expressing much feeling 
even to tears. Yes, thank Heaven, free schools! 
they have rank, station and respect. They 
have their Mechanics ^Institute—their Libra- 
their meetings—their discussions— theirries-
Lectures— their Fairs—competition lor Pre 
7" ,, , L ! miums; mixing and mingling with all condi-
Whatcvertyranny the EnglishGo.ernment^may | tjonS( slat,olls antt ran)iS, (a • -, . ,  ^ r  • ■. \ • uuucjj aichave exercised, it hae given its people one meal- , , . . f , . . .
cuUbla blessing—Cheap Postage I How | „ „ g  : other s,de of the ball. ‘that
voice from 
would kill
tne
Of such a character is his attack upon two 
of our ministers in your last paper, for going 
to hear the Harmoneons, at Cowing and 
Green’s Hall. The truth of the whole mat­
ter about this tavern is, that it is just as repu­
table and just as disreputable as any other 
tavern in our State where rum is sold. As 
for instance, the Bangor House, or any of your 
houses on the Kennebec, where the ‘big bugs’ 
put up. This Hall is a place where scienti­
fic lectures are often given, and where reli­
gious meetings are often held, it. being large 
and commodious ; and with in three months 
every minister in our place has been there to 
one and another of these lectures. To hear 
the “moving melody” of the Harmoneons is 
a rich treat; that you probably know, Mr. 
Editor, and all those whose souls have music
our j in them, whether they he ministers or laymen,
»-il the United States neglect to follow so glorious H°yality’) in the Legislature, the Halls o f , floGc together to their entertainments, 
an example! ;Congress, the council Chamber, on the bench | Ihese ministers are both oonsof Temper-
iel. Philander and
water on the account of the hatred of certain 
Rechabites who rose up about those days.
7. The most valiant of the Sons of Re­
chab were King David, Jonathan, and James 
the less, and many others. These did battle 
so valiantly that the Philistines, who resided 
on the banks of the river Sebasticok, horse­
back road, and other parts of that land, rose 
up in great wrath to expel the Sons of Rechab 
from the coasts thereof.
S. Now to save the land, King David and 
Jonathan, and the rest of the tribe joined to­
gether and crowned one Frank, and he vowed 
to defend the coast against firewater— but 
soon turned traitor, and joined with the out­
cast of the Canaanites and Amalakitcs and 
Philistines.
8. Then there arose up one Samuel. He 
mounted the chariot and thought to vex King 
David and others of the same tribe, by en­
couraging one Nathan, an Ishmaelite, who 
brought on the same coast four barrels of the 
firewater, and thereby caused one John to fall 
by the wTay and lie out all night.
10. This John lost his beauty and faded 
away, as did many others from horseback 
road, who had come to see Nathan, and get 
his fine drink.
11. Then Lord Nelson, on the Gore, arose 
and began to vex some on the horders of th 
tribe. Old GefT, one of the chiefs of the drun­
kards of Ephriam, lodged there and greatly 
strengthened Lord Nelson in his wickedness, 
in thus vexing the tribe. Lord Nelson laid 
wait for the little ones and caused them an-
i to tlie ad irable ethod of teaching the art of 
reading which they develope.
They conduct the A B C Darian from the Al­
phabet by an easy and interesting progress to the 
enviable distinction of reading effectively pieces 
of difficult rhetorical execution. Some of Mu. 
L e a v i t t ’s predecessors lieve done admirably in 
this field, such as Russell, Goldsbury, Town and 
some others, and we were by no means prepared 
to see them exceeded, but after an examination of 
some care we are constrained to admit that L eav­
i t t 's series is a decided improvement upon all that 
we have examined. We think he excells in his 
exhibition of the principles of tlie art of reading 
and in the character of selections, and therefore 
take a pleasure in commending these books to the 
attention of school committees, as superior to any­
thing of the kind we have seen.
A ccident — During ihe exhibition of Fireworks, oa 
the common on the evening of tl\e ‘Fourth,’ some 
careless or mischievous boy threw an ‘India Cracker' 
on the stage, amidst a pile of rockets, wheels, ser­
pents, &c., causing an almost instantaneous explo­
sion. The rockets, being laid flat on the stage, took 
a horizontal course, flying in every direction, and 
causing the most general and indiscriminate seatter- 
ng on the part of the spectators. "We have heard of
society, therefore he should be regarded as less guil­
ty, should be less punished, and that there should be 
more effort made to release him, is precisely of the 
the same metal, or rather allow superlatively false !
So far from such doctrine being true, elevated posi­
tion in society lias unmemorially and universally 
been regarded as a great aggravation of the guilt of 
a criminal, and an almost fatal bar to the least hope 
ot mitigation of punishment. Such have enjoyed 
high advantages of mental and moral culture, and 
have manifested depravity superior to them all, 
which is not true of criminals from lower stations.
We know of no principle more corrupt or fraught 
with greater evil, than this idea, that because a crim­
inal formerly was of elevated profession and rela­
tives, associates and rank in life, that therefore he is 
to be less punished, and the sooner released. Truly 1 ■
such a doctrine is better suited to the darker ages L "  Qne personal injury—that of Mr. Allen Crowell 
than to the present. It will never meet the approba- who waJ} strock by a rockel in fuU force. IDs lip 
lion of good and enlightened people. Let such a l bad] laceratedj and several of h.s Jecih were 
sentiment once prevail, and crime will soon stalk n ooscned 
abroad unrestrained. It any criminal may escape, 
let it be such as are from the lower classes, rather 
than any of the higher.
We do not know how it strikes others, hut we con­
fess, that the recent course of some seems to us like 
indirect intsrference with the execution of our whole­
some laws, and the just punishment ot grossest of­
fenders The law contemplates, that when an of­
fense has been committed without the least extenu 
ating circumstances, the convicted offender shall 
certainly suffer the penalty thereto annexed. In our 
country the certainty of punishment, and not its se­
verity, is designed to be the mam principle by virtue 
of which it shall operate to deter crime. Destroy 
this certainty and the influence of our criminal laws
N orthern P ioneer . This is the title o f» 
weekly journal—“ devoted to pure literature and 
popular reform” —just started in the good city1,1 
Portland. It is neatly printed, ably conducted, 
and worthy a liberal patronage. Edited and pub' 
hshed by E dwin P lummer and E dward E. Ei* 
well ; terms $ 1,50 per annum, in advance.
M aine W esleyan Seminary .— We have received 
a catalogue of the Officers and Students of this iiM1' 
tution, from which we learn that, it is still in afloat' 
ishing condition. The whole number of students 
during the Spring Term, was 228—Gentlemen, 1 » 
Ladies, 87.
T I I E  C O L D  W A T E R  F O U N T A I N  AND G A R D I N E R  N E W S - L E T T E R .
H olddn’s D o l l a r  M a g a z in e . This excellent; 
monthly, freighted with a goodly amount of sub- '; 
stantial reading, is just received. It contains 64 
pages of excellent original articles, and is embel­
lished with numerous well executed wood engrav­
ings. Being furnished at tho extremely low price 
of $ 1,00 per annum, it is certainly the cheapest 
magazine of the day. Its contents, in a literary 
point of view’, will Jose nothing in a comparison 
with those of the leading magazines.
Published by C h a r l e s  VV. I I o l d e h , 109 Nas­
sau street, Now Vork.
N e w  P o t a t o e s . On Friday last, G en . GDI 
S tevens, of Pittston, enjoyed the luxury of new
FRIDAY MORNING", JULY~7F1848.
ONE W EEK LATER FROM EUROPE
Arrival of the Steamship Cambria.
Tlie Cambria arrived in Boston, on Friday morn­
ing June 30,with dates from Liverpool to the 17th.
E ngland. l'he n e w s  from England is not very 
important. '1 here is hardly so much activity in 
commercial affaits this week, as last reported.
Sales ot cotton were mostly confined to the 
trade, and prices a shade lower.
1 he Grain trade is still more dull, on account of 
the favorable state of the crops. 28.s. was the top 
potatoes, raised by himself. This is very early— j price for Flour, and 31s. per 400 lbs. for Corn, 
considering the backwardness of crops generally, I  ^ llt3 threatened demonstration oi the Chartists 
—but our friends in Pittston are bound to be 
a length ahead” on all occasions. By the
‘h a l f
way,
having had those potatoes in our “ mind’s eye,” 
we should like to view' a dish of them with our 
“ eye corporeal.”  It would tickle our vision and 
—palate, amazingly. But we dislike hints,and there­
fore will not throw out any.
Doings of the National Division*
The Finances.—It appears by the reports of the 
M. W. Scribe and M. W. T. that all demands 
against the National Division have been settled, 
and there is a surplus fund on hand of nearly 
$3,000.
The National Fund.—The Committee on the 
National Fund presented a report. The change
in the metropolis, on Monday the 12th, proved 
even a more signal failure than the previous affair 
of the 10th of April.
I r e l a n d . There is no important news from 
Ireland. The repeal agitation is at a stand, and 
the general tone of all the repealers is less violent 
than before the conviction of Mitchell.
F r a n c e . A reaction has taken place at Parts, 
and a spontaneous revulsion of opinion has shown 
itself in some of the provinces, in favor of the im­
perial despotism, personified by Louis Napoleon 
Bonaparte, the twice rejected pretender.
The most objectionable persons to the govern­
ment have been elected,—ultra democrats and 
communists,—and to the astonishment of many, 
Louis Bonaparte stood seventh on the Paris poll, 
and was returned by three other departments.
As soon as the government perceived this unex­
pected reaction, they assembled instantly. Paris 
| was filled with troops. On Monday, the 12th, the 
j news being circulated that Louis Napoleon had 
! arrived in Paris, and was about to take his seat,
| the crowds assembled were very great. The syrn- 
I pathy has extended to some ot the troops, and 
j certainly to a large portion of the National Guards, 
and cries of “Vive le Napoleon” have come from 
1 more than one regiment.
On the same day, in the National Assembly, 
Lamartine mounted the tribune, pale as ashes, and 
demanded the instant passing of a decree keeping 
in full force the law of 1832, against Louis Napo­
leon. A decree was finally sanctioned, reciting
recommended was, that instead of making the Na- the crimes of Louis Napoleon against France, and 
tional Division a repository for the Fund, it was; declaring that the laws of 1832 shall he executed
to be retained by tlie several Grand Divisions. A 
brother from one state taken sick in another, to be 
relieved out of the Fund, and the state so relieving 
him to be reimbursed from the Fund of his own 
state, lhe  whole subject was finally referred 
down to Subordinate Divisions for approval or re­
jection.
New .Music —New music has been adopted for
against him, until such time as the National As­
sembly shall declare otherwise.
On Tuesday, the excitement of the people in 
favor of Louis Napoleon was hourly increasing. 
Barricades were even attempted, and it was only 
by the overwhelming force of the military, that a 
general conflict was avoided.
On Tuesday evening, in the National Assem-
the ceremonies of Subordinate Divisions. The bly, after much discussion, and amidst great ex- 
rule on that subject however, is so altered as to citemeni, tbe question was taken whether Mons. 
leave it optional with Divisions to use the old or Louis Bonaparte should be admitted to take his 
r_ _ : seat in the National Assembly, and voted in the
'Ike Temples. P. S. White, J. S. Graham, J.  j affirmative bv a large majority,— thus stultifying
M. Jennings. John Y\ . Oliver and George Crosby their vote of the preceding day. By this vote,
were appointed a committee from the National Louis Napoleon is allowed to take his seat, sub- 
lernple on the propriety of a more direct union | ject, however, to prove that he is a French citizen, 
between tlie two branches of our Order. There are now four members of the Bonaparte
1 ne Constitutions. Rule 12. Constitution of, family in the National Assembly.
National Division was so altered ns to give each O:i Wednesday, Paris was quiet—the people 
Grand Division one vote for one thousand members had triumphed
“  f  f V T 1 VO'? f"r T " ry “Aqaional | lT1LV T ;„, Mi|, n G. t e t t e . r  lhe 3J, an-
,1 : ..ounces thatGiohcrli bavin* asked .be holy fathervote tor every live thousand above that number — ! . . .  ,1 . *TT  . 1  *'Pi,nP,na(;.M(i „ , c , n  ■ • | wh e t he r he wo 11 !d go to M11 a n t o p la ce the crown1110 Constitution nt Lrrand Divisions was so alter- . , , ,,, , . .. . .j 1 n _  ij. on t |je |-lea(j 0f (Varies Albert, the rope answered
i that he would gladly do it, if it would be condu­
cive to the peace ami prosperity of Italy, 
i The ‘CotUemporaneo’ of Rome publishes the 
I new law on the liberty of the press. 'I he censor- 
to a committee, | 5^jp jg abolished. Every publication must bear 
I the name of the printer and the place of publica-
i tion. Public journals must have responsible editors, present tune,1 J
A. D. Crossman, the newly elected Mayor of 
New Oilcans, is a Maine boy, son of D. Cross­
man, Esq., of Greene.
Between two and three thousand petitions, 
praying for the prohibition of foreign liquor into 
our country, from the people of Ohio, have been 
forwarded to J. R. Giddings, at Washington.
Mr. Adams was once asked what lie most la­
mented in his life. He answered—‘My impetuous 
temper and vituperative manner of speech, which 
prevents me from returning good for evil, and in­
duces me in the madness of my blood, to say things 
that I afterwards ashamed, of.’
Jurors must not drink. — On motion for a new 
trial, in tho Circuit Court of Yazoo, (Miss.,) re­
cently, it was proved to the Court that some of the 
Jurors during their deliberations partook of spir­
ituous liquor, upon which the Judge set the ver­
dict aside, granted the prisoner a new trial, and 
filled each Juror who partook of the spirits $50.
A person who undertakes to steel from an editor 
or printer by breaking into an office or abstract­
ing a pocket book, ought to be taken care of on 
the ground of being too big a fool to go at large.
A person who expects an editor to have money 
to give for a ch art able object or to pay a debt 
must he dreadfully deluded !
The Census of Texas.—We find in the Tele­
graph the official census from the several counties 
of Texas generally, down to the beginning of the 
present year. The total results for the whole coun­
try as follows;—Electors or voters 22,031 ; white 
males under 18 years 27,814 ; white males over 
18 and under 45 years 25,149 ; white males over 
45 years, 4,899 ; white females 45,099 ; slaves 
38,753; free colored persons 295. Total white 
population 102,901. Total white and colored 
population of all Texas 142,009.— Galveston News 
May 16 th.
Accident. The steamer Penobscot on her way 
from Bangor to Boston , came in contact, on Mon­
day, 12th inst., near Bucksport, with schr. Brandy­
wine, Paul, from Boston, for Bangor, and belong­
ing to that place. The schr. was so badly injured 
that she sunk in ten minutes in about eight fath­
oms of water. The crew were saved by the Pe 
nobscot’s boats. The Brandywine had a valuable 
assorted cargo for various traders at Bangor. It 
is tho’t the schr. will be raised.
as to give every Son of Temperance the right of 
appeal to the National Division. The Constitu­
tion of Subordinates remains unchanged.
Revision of the Ceremonies.—-The subject of a 
revision of the 13. B. was referred 
to report at the next sesion.
Revised Rules.—The rules of tbe National Di­
vision from its organization to the 
has been revised and arranged under proper 
to he printed with the Constitution.
Suspended Members.—A new rule was adopted 
in relation to suspended members. A brother who 
a llo w s h im se lf  »<> p e t e v e r  n n s yea r in  a rre a rs ,
A  Juryman Threatened.—Mr. Wbitty, the fore­
man of the jury which convicted Mitchell, the 
Irish repealer, has received five threatening notices. 
The first bears the postmark of Booterstown, and 
is inscribed with a coffin, surmounted by a death’s 
head and cross bones. The next is daubed over 
with blood. It Iia3, in like manner, a drawing of 
a coffin and a heart—the latter colored with blood. 
The contents are : “Your last notice. By the 
great and living God, I will make a corpse of you 
for your murderous conduct to poor Mitchell. I 
enclose youi coffin, and, by my blood which stains 
it, yours shall shortly flow from your veins, by ,he 
hand of your deadliest enemy. Don't think yon 
shall escape, or that your wife and children shall 
escape.”
Peg Factory in Mains. The Waterville Mail 
states that Mr. M. V. Reynolds, at Brown's Cor­
ner in Vassalboro’, lias machinery’ in operation by 
which can he easily completed, of a most superior 
article of shoe pegs, three hundred bushels a month! 
These are sold readily to the shoemakers at $1,25 
to $ 1,50 a bushel. The machinery is of Mr. 
Reynolds’ own invention, secured by patent. Tlie 
pegs are superior, and the demand is greater than 
I can be met, with the present machinery.
The wood used is second growth yellow birch, 
worked while green, and is sawed, planed, point­
ed, split and polished by machinery. The busi­
ness is to be enlarged by the addition of more 
machinery.
leads I S p a i n . Accounts from Madrid are of June 10. 
’ j A conspiracy, said by the Heraldo to have been 
planned “ on a foreign soil,” was discovered at 
Ceuta on the 3d. The garrison, in conjunction 
with the convicts at presidio, were to seize upon
forfeits bis membership — but six months alter, lie ^ie ve&seiS 0- *he station, and make an Irruption 
iriav be re-admitted as a new member. I on “ie Spanish coast. _ Eleven ot the conspirators
The Next Session. It w as unanimously voted to I been arrested. Gen- Eos de O.ano, the Gov-
had ordered arms to he distributed among 
he inhabitants, who were to be formed into a na-
, as unani ously
hold the sixth annual session in Cincinnati, on tho j er!ior> 
third Tuesday in May, 181.9, on which occasion a 
Great National Jubilee will be held. This is look­
ed forward to as one of the greatest assemblages 
of the Order ever held.
Geological Survey■—Tlie U. S. Government has 
ordered, in addition to the usual lineal surveys of 
the public lands, a survey of all the region of 
Lake Superior and the waters of the Upper Mis­
sissippi, with reference lo minerals. The work is 
carried on under the supe>vision of Dr. Owen, of 
tlie west, ai.G D r. Ja ck so n , o f  Boston.
Five parties will be formed, who will travel 
partly by bark canoes along the streams, and in 
part by land. Departing from St. Anthony’s 
Falls, one party will ascend the Sr. Peter’s, nno- 
; tlier the Mississippi, and a third Rum river. One 
tionai guard.  ^  ^ | is already on the Des Moines, approaching its
M is c e l l a n e o u s , i lie war between the Dane's, source, and another on the tributaries of the Mis- 
and Germans lias been renewed with great vigor,; sissippi below the Falls on the west side.
Ofdcers of Divisions.
Warren Dir. No. 3.—Jas D. Moore, \V. I1.; 
John Upham, W. A. ; Silas Andrews, Jr.. R. S. ; 
1*. S. Robinson, A. R. S . ; E. A. Chadwick, F. S.: 
Jas Jewett, J r ,  T. ; Oscar Crane, C. ; Daniel 
Knight, A. C. , Goo. II. Richardson, I. S. ; \V est 
Howard, O. S.
and all hopes of mediation appear at an end. An 
the 5th, which resulted inaction was fought on 
favor of the Danes.
Letters from Naples to the 4lli of June state 
that all continued quiet, but there were indications 
that this was but a temporary state.
Leiteis from Alexandria, in Egypt, of the 29th 
of May, announce that the viceroy was in the 
same state, Ibrahim Pacha was still at Cairo, 
engaged in the organization of the army, which 
Kennebec Div. No. 2 6 —Henry Hildreth, \V. was fo be augmented to 70,000 men.
P. ; Charles Pinein, W. A. ; Geo. By ram, R. S . ; j News lias arrived from India of n revolt of the j 
John Chapman, A. R S . ; E. II. Ransom, F. S. ; Sikhs, and that a massacre of British troops had! 
Jeremiah Pickering, T. ; Wm. E. Jarvis, C. ; L J taken place at Lahore.
P. Bickford, A. C. 
Dill. O. S.
Benj F. Goodw in, I. S . ; Chas.!
Adelphia Div. No. 91.—W. B. Winslow, VV. j 
P. ; F. Fifield, VV. A. ; C P. Hale, R. S. ; S’. P. 
Blen, A R. S . ; D. Robinson, F. S. ; Chas. Grant, 
T. ; C. G. Delano, C. ; J. Mason, A. C. ; J. Burr, 
I. S. ; C. Hopkins, O. S.
The renowned 'Pom Steele, Head Pacificator 
for Ireland under Mr. O’Connell’s Repeal Asso­
ciation, died on the 17th of June.
Freedom, Div. No. 27. Wm. Ross, W. P. ; 
Ithamer B. Weed, W. A. ; Charles Billows, R. 
S. ; Samuel Bryant, A. R. S. ; Ritial !o Elder, 
F. S . ; Richards Moore, T. ; Henry Dodge, C .; 
Joseph Brown A. C.; Ebenezer Dyer, I. S. : 
Benj. F. Cunningham, O. S.
Frederickton, N  B. A Union of Daughters of 
Temperance was formed at this place on the 16th 
inst.
A Section of the Cadets of Temperance was 
also formed at this place on the 17th, hy A. Camp­
bell, G. W. P.
Officers of N ataiinis L odge, No. 9,1. O. of O. F., 
for the current quarter;—
J ohn  VVe b u , N. G.
J ohn R obinson, V. G.
J oseph F e w , S.
II. II. D ean,T .
The Parker Murder. Some three month ago, a 
story was started like this:—A woman named Col­
lins, in Goffstown, at the point of death, disclosed 
that her son came home near 3 o’clock, on the 
night that Parker, of Manchester, was murdered— 
he passed through her room with clothes bloody— 
went down cellar,since which time, had never seen 
the suit worn by him—had soon after gone to 
Ohio, and bought a farm. The rumor died away, 
hut it is now said that recently the Manchester au­
thorities have made search, found a knife and 
clothes buried in the cellar of the old woman.
It is now stated that Collins has since been ar­
rested, and is now on the way from Ohio. Every 
one who knows Collms, consider him capable el 
almost any crime.—Nashua Oasis.
| T he  T h r e e  M a rriag e  T e x t s .—The R a v .  
f the richest jokes j William Smith, of Weymouth, entertaining no­
tions somewhat singular, of subjects becoming the 
f preaching occasionally 
of
The Credit System. One
our reading has" fished up for a season is the fol­
lowing, illustrating the unsophisticated nature ofj pul pit, was in the habit
some of our Missouri brethren. It is sure destruc- sermons on the Lord’s day after the marriage 
tion to straps and waistbands: i his children.
A genuine Missourian, it is related, was hover-! When Mary, his eldest daughter was married to 
ing for some time around tbe stall of a negro deal- j Richard Cranch,a match which he highly approv­
er situated on the bank of the Mississippi, in Low- j ed, his text was, ‘Mary hath chosen that good part, 
er Louisiana ; the dealer was a Kentucky mer- j  which cannot be taken from her.’ 
chant, who, observing him, asked him if he wish-; With tlie tnarraige of Abigail to John Adams, 
ed to purchase anything. ‘Yes,’ said the Missouri- j he was not so much pleased ; as he imbibed some 
an ,‘I should like to buy a negro.” He was in- of the prejudices of the times against country law- 
vited to walk in, made his choice, and inquired • yers. All! little did he anticipate the future etni- 
the price. ‘Five hundred dollars,’ said the dealer; nence which awaited his son-in-law! Ilis text
Eating and Drinking on Board the Transatlans 
ic Steamers—The Glasgow Herald furnishes some 
curious particulars of the eatables and drinkable- 
supplied for tlie consumption of tlie passengers on 
board Cunard & Go’s American steamers. Each 
ship on her outward trip is supplied with 50 dozen 
of port wine, 100 dozen of champagne, 50 dozen 
of Madeira, 50 dozen of hock, 200 dozen of soda 
water and lemonade, 300 dozen of Scotch ale and 
200 dozen of London porter, besides spirits of all 
kinds. There are ample stores of ice and an 
abundant supply of fresh water.
Each ship is victualled for twenty-one days, and 
carries at least 4000 lbs of beef, mutton and pork, 
fresh, and packed in ice. Then there are 1G dozen 
ef fowls, 4 dozen of geese,'4 dozen of ducks, 4 
dozen of turkeys, 6 dozen of pigeons, and l dozen 
of roasting pigs, besides ample store of tongues, 
calves’ head, &c. Milk is furnished by the cow, 
though each ship also carries a supply of 40 gal­
lons, which is packed in ice, and keeps fresh and 
sweet till the end of the passage. The baker 
turns out 200 loaves or rolls per diem, and the 
confectioner is never idle.
Breakfast begins at half past eight, and thc cloth 
is removed at ten. There is lunch at twelve and 
dinner at four. Tea is served at seven ; and then, 
follow snacks wine, punch, toddy, gin sling3, &c., 
that is, for those who want them—till halt past 
eleven, when the steward’s bar is closed, and the 
lights are out by twelve. Such is file on board a 
transatlantic steamer ; and in the Summer it is 
said to be becoming quite common for parties to 
make a pleasure trip to America, in tlie fashion 
that people go up the Rhine. There have even 
been occasions in which young married people 
have spent their honey moon in =a trip to Halifax, 
a flying visit to Niagara and New York, and a re­
turn voyage to England, and all in six weeks.
but, according to custom, you may have one 
year’s credit upon the purchase.’ The Missourian 
at this proposition, became very uneasy; the idea 
of having such a load of debt upon him fora whole 
year was too much. ‘No, no,’ said he, I d  rather 
pmi you six hundred dollars at once, and be done 
with it.’ ‘Very well,’ said the obliging Kentuck­
ian, ‘anything to accomodate you.’
A  Remarkable Fad. The sea birds, the puffin, 
guillemot, and the razor bill, cannot fly over the 
fund at all, although they can rise from tlie surface 
of the sea with perfect facility, mount to an in­
definite height, and fly with amazing rapidity so 
long asdhe sea is immediately under them ; but 
no sooner do they fly above ground than they drop 
as if shot. During a strong wind from tlie sea, it 
not (infrequently happens that these birds, in 
mounting higher than the edge of the cliff, are 
suddenly blown over the land, when they immedi­
ately fall, and can only regain their natural ele­
ment by crawling to tho edge of the precipice, 
when new vigor seems to inspire them, and they 
at once soar away with their usual velocity.—Sci­
entific American-
The New Post Office Bill, for newspapers which 
passed the House of Representatives on Monday 
restores the right to publishers of papers to for 
ward them free of postage to subscribers residing 
in the country, or within thirty miles of where the 
paper is printed. Papers sent a hundred miles 
pay half a cent, and over one hundred, one cent 
postage—if of no greater size than nineteen hun­
dred square inches. Papers of greater size, with 
pamphlets, magazines, &c., will pay two cents an 
ounce, and one cent for each additional ounce over 
the first. Publishers of periodicals and pamphlets 
are allowed to exchange with each other free of 
postage, and newspapers not sent from the office 
of publication are to pay two cents postage.
The Temperance Movement in Mississippi. The 
Temperance cause appears flourishing in Missis­
sippi. The Concordia Intelligencer says :—“Two 
years ago there were not more than eight persona 
initiated as members of the Sons of Temperance 
in Mississippi. Now the Order is upwards of three 
thousand strong, and its ranks are filling and 
strengthening every day. Charters have been 
o ran ted for seventy-two Divisions.’
at this marriage was, ‘John came neither eating or 
drinking, and they say he hath a devil.’
The third daughter, Elizabeth, was married to 
the Rev. John Shaw, ot Haverhill. This was a 
connexion which the father greatly approved, 
which led him to preach the following text : — 
“There was a man sent from God whose name 
was John.”
N O TIC E.
The Martha W a s h in g t o n s  will meet at the house of 
Col. I. N. Tucker, oa TUESDAY A FTERNO ON, July 
11 th.
A punctual attendance is most earnestly desired. 
Gardiner, July 6th, 1848.
IT 1ST OF L ET TE R S remaining 
B A in Gardiner, July 1 , IS48.
in the Post Office
T HE  MAR K E T S .
BOSTON MARKET—July 3, 1318.
The weather is stormy and but little doing.
F l o u r —Remains as noticed on Saturday, with sales of 
Oswego, Ohio and Michigan at 5,62u5,75, and Genesee, 
common brands, at 5,87a6,00 per bbl.
Co rn—Is selling at 53a54e for Southern yellow, and 
white at 48a49c per bushel.
O ats—Continue quite dull, and are selling at 41a42c 
for Northern, and Southern at 32a35e.
“ i c e — Is selling in small lots at 72e per bushel.
BRIGHTON MARKET—June 29,1848.
At market 245 Beef Cattle, 10 pairs of Working Oxen, 
15 Cows and Calves, 1S00 Sheep, and 680 Swine.
P r ic e s— Beef Cattle—We reduce our quotations tocor- 
respond to sales—extra 6,50; first quality 6,25; second 
5,75; third 5a5,50.
Working Oxen—No sales noticed.
Cows and Calves—Sales at $23, $21, $28, $30, and 
$32.
Sheep—Small lots at 1 S8, 2 00,2 25, 2 55 and 2 75.
Swine—Small lots to peddle 4 l-2c for Sows, and 5 1-2 
for Barrows; old Hogs 5 and 5 1-2. At retail from 5 1-2 
to 6 i-2c.
(From the New England Washingtonian.)
We take pleasure in transferring the following certificate 
of Mr. Covert, in favor of the curative properties of Wis- 
ta r’s Balsam of Wil 1 Cherry, to our columns. Mr. Cov­
ert, (of the firm of Covert §• Dodge, vocalists) has been 
long and favorably known in this city and vicinity as a vo­
calist of rare attainments. W e have watched with painful 
anxiety, his declining health from the disease of which he 
speaks, and have almost despaired of his recovery—yes, 
we placed him in the catalogue of incurables—but thanks 
to the virtues of Dr. W istar’s Balsam, he is now, greatly 
to our surprise, enjoying most excellent health:
Read the Certificate.
Boston, May. 25th, 1.847.
Mr. S e t h  W .  F ovyle,
Dear S ir:—There are so many quack medicines at the 
present time, and each one lias more or less certificates 
from real or imaginary individuals, that I have for some 
- time had doubts of the propriety of giving any testimony in 
3 favor of your medicine. But being assured that I have been 
benefitted by its use, and feeling satisfied that by giving in 
my testimony in regard to its medicinal qualities, I may, 
perhaps, be the means of saving some one similarly afflic­
ted. I therefore cheerfully add my testimony in favor of 
the medicine that I know has done me great good. 1 have 
been afflicted with the Bronchitis for a number of years, and 
by the use of a couple of bottles of 
'  W IS T A R ’S  B A L S A M  OF W IL D  C H E R R Y ,
I am happy to say that I am almost free from the above 
troublesome disease.
If this should be the means of saving even one of my 
fellow beings from that most troublesome and painful dis­
ease, (Bronchitis) I shall be fully paid for my trouble in 
writing the above communication. ” 49
Respectfully yours, _ B. COVERT, Vocalist.
Firm of Co v e r t  & D o d g e .
[From the Boston Post.]
NAPLES I1AIR DYE.—This chemical preparation 
will color tlie hair any color, from a light brown to je 
black and not injure tlie hair or stain the skin.
For sale in Gardiner by G. M. A t w o o d . 6m27
F re n c h  D e p i la to r y .— For removing Superfluous Hoi 
from the Face, Neck or any part of thc Human Body.
This Depilatory is prepared according to the receipt pre­
pared by Baron Larrav, Surgeon to Napoleon Bonaparte,who 
obtained it in Egypt while attending the French army during 
their memorable campaign in that country. It is preparation 
generally used by the Egyptians and French, and is perfect­
ly safe and effectual.
Prepared by D e w i t t  C. Ross, 19 Tremont Row Boston.
Sold in Gardiner, by G . M. Atwood; C. P . Branch; A. 
T. Perkins; II. Smith. 6m27
p o r t "  O F  G A R D  I N E  R  .
ARRIVED.
June 27, Sell- John Randolph, Baker, Yarmouth. 
Daniel, Rogers, Harwich.
July 3, Brig Lady Young, (Br) O ’Brien, Sidney, CB. 
Lucyanner, Marson, Salem.
Tangent,---------, --------- .
SAILED.
June 26, Sch. Herald, Thompson, Newburyport.
June 28, Sch. Diamond, Barlow, Sandwich.
Atlas, Baker. Providence.
America, Baker, Barnstable.
Texas, Baker, Providence.
Statira, Perkins, Boston.
Clinton, Gorham, New Bedford.
Franklin, Nickerson,Fall River.
Brig St Patrick, Vane, ltiver Head.
Brig J . D. Penned, Adams, Baltimore.
.“ally, Tarr, Ipswich.
<S'!oop. Nancy, Harvy, Rockport.
July 1 , Soli. Jane P. Glover, Wilherell, Newburyport.
Betsey & Deborah, Tripp, Providence. 
♦S'cli. Ustaloga, Brookings, Providence.
Eagle, iNmith, New York.
July 3, <Sch. Echo, W aitt, Boston.
Patriot, White, Barnstable.
Boston, Bailey, Boston.
Wellington, Baker Yarmouth.
July  4, Sch. Eagle, White. New Bedford.
i t la v r ia o c iD .
1 tell thee there is no power 
To part us—but in death.”
Anderson Capt Edmund 2 
Atwood miss Adeline 2 
Ayer Esq John 
Ayer mrs Mary Ann 
Atwoed Thompson 
Allen Philip 
Baker miss Mary 
Bates Allen 
Bowman miss Panielia 
Blanchard miss Rutli M 2 
Bickford Allen 
Brown miss Mary F, 
Batten Wm F 
Bradley Bial 
Buker Oliver P 
Breed Benj N 
Berry mr Daniel 
Byron Willard 
Beedle mrs Cordelia W 
Barnett John 
Berry mrs Nancy 
Brown Chas M 
Boton mrs Abigail 
Burke Warren D 
Booker Thomas 
Barker Geo W 
Bradley mr A 
Buzzell Ezekiel 
Baker Eleazer 2 
Bartlett mrs Lydia 3 
Briry Eurier 
Brookings Capt S II 
Berry Andrew 
Bean Rosanna 
Bunker Jas T  
Brown Capt Thomas 
Bryant mrs Mary ii 
Bunker James 
Church Geo 
Church Jr Geo 
Cotirriey Isaac 
Clough mrs Hepzibah 
Cluck miss Minerva 
Cross mrs Rosett 
Cobb Freeman 
Carver mrs Martha 
Canada mrs Mary E 
Coffin Capt Benj F 
Coiiins Geo 
Chick Geo
Colburn James or Alfred 
Collin3 mrs Sophia 
Dill mrs Laura 
Danforth Elbridge 
Densmore miss E 
Do re E
Doncaster John II 
Doyle miss Eliza A 
Dearborn Samuel 
Dinsmore Wm 2 
Dearborn Daniel 
Decker Thomas 
Davis Wm C 
Dow Benj P 
Douglass Wm M 
Doyle miss Mary 
Doyle John 
Elack Patrick 
Elder Chas 
Emery Esq D C 
Estes Esq .1 
Evans miss Melinda 
Eldridge Richard 
EUvell miss Elizabeth 
Falconer Chas D 
Fogg Est, E D 
Flamhaven Mr 
Frost Llewaliyn R 
Felker Samuel 
Fitch Ainasa 
Fenlason Chas S 
Fisher Ruel V 
Foley Francis 
Fowler Lemuel B 
Foster Esq C B 
Goodwin John 
Gammon David M 
Griffin Thomas 
Gaubert Esq John II 
Gale Win R 
Goodwin Jas A 
Gerry Elbridge 
i Gammon Isaac N 
I Goodrich Rev Barnard 
j Gray mrs Maria 
; GSidden Windirop 
Gould Geo A 
Grant miss Olive P 
Gordon Chas W  
Gardiner Wm 
Greenleaf Anthony 
Goldsmith Hubbard 
Grout mrs Emelins 
Greenleaf Wm 
Grunt James 
Gerrish Alvin 
Hammell mrs C F 
Haynes mrs Hannah 
Hilton Calvin 
Hatch miss Mary C 
Hussey Granville 
Hamlen miss Mary J 
Hardman Sucl B 
Hinkley Geo 
Hoyt mrs L D 
Hayes John K 
Heath Chas
Hartford Esq G S, J Ii 
Haywood Si Wood messrs 
Hamblin Somner 
Hoeg Wm II 
Hutchins James 
Haskell Geo 
Hail Timothy H 
Haney miss Angeline 
Harriman Jasiel 
Hall mrs Ann 
Houghton Euclid 
Hooker miss Emelme 
Hooker miss Einer .1 
Hildreth miss Elizabeth 
Higgins miss Margaret 3 
Jones John C
— ■ ----  ■ ------- -— ............. -rrzr-—t ut Jewett miss Sarah J
In North Yarmouth, 29th, inst., Mr. EdwardSearbury to Johnson Henrv 
Miss Harriet Goodwin, both of N. ” j  Jone3 miss Abby M
Jackman Daniel 
Jewett Jos C 
Johnson Robert
In Hallowell, May 25, by Rev. Hiram Aibee, Mr. Feter i Jewell Miss Caroline A 
II. Aibee, to Miss Eliza Ann Smith, both of W inthrop. J Jarvis Samuel 
In Topsham, by Rev. Dr. Clement, Col. Alvah Jam'e-! Johnson Joseph 
son, to Miss Celia A., eldest daughter of Major Nahum j Jones Alfred 
Perkins,
In Wiscasset, Mr. Leonard Leighton, of Portland, to 
Miss Caroline P. Trendy.
In Augusta, Mr. Charles R. Lawrence of Brunswick, 
to Miss Adaline B. Howe.
In Portland, 25th, inst., by Rev. Eaton Shaw, Mr.
G-Jorge Vv . Chase, to Miss Harriet Niles.
In Lancaster, Mass. 7th inst. bv Rev. Mr. Barrtol, Mr.
Dane A. Marrett, of Somerville, Mass, formerly of Stan- 
disli, Me. to Miss Eliza A. Locke; and Mr. Samuel H.
Marrett, of Somerville, to Miss Frances A. Locke; twin 
sister s.
In Saco, Mr. Caleb L. Gi!patriek,to Miss Elmira Sands.
In Dover, Mr. Charles E. Durrell, of New Market, to 
Miss Paulina Allen, of Dover.
Kelley Cornelius 
Knox Levi 
K alii nan C 
Libby miss Mary P 
Lawrence Rhoad 
Lawrence Isaac 
Laplaiu Robert 
Lovell Newell 1$
Landay Wm 
Lyon Chas
Lamb miss Mary Ann B 
Leathe Wm 
Look John 
Lord miss Roseann 
Lee Mary
Laplain miss Brasilia A. 
Lenscott John E. 
Lawrence Joseh R 
Lawrence Hiram 
Libbey Sewall 
McFadden David 
Marson miss Ann Maria 
Moore miss Elizabeth K 
Marr miss Evaline 
Morse Capt Warren 
Moore Stephen 2 
Mosher Christopher 2 
Murphy Leander 
Marriner mrs A M 
Miller E 
Mason Albion 
Mitchell Josiah 
Staines mrs Lois II 
Moody Jason 
McLane Brentland 
Morrison Joseph 
Mai ties mrs Evelina 2 
Mero John 
M arr Alexander 
Moore Jas M 
McKennev John 
Muncey Edwin 
Morse Stephen 
McKownJ W 
Norton Esq Eliakim 
Newell Davis 
Newell Andrew K 
Newell miss Martha 
Neal Wm
Newell Christopher O 
Norton mrs Phebe 
< )’Dea mr 
Otis Esq John 
Oak & Co Lorenzo 
Pendleton mrs Louisa E 
Power James 
Palmer Henry 
Peacock James 
Preble Rufus C 
Pillsbury James 
Parker Nathaniel C 
Potter miss Elizabeth 
Peacock Win 
Philbrick Burliey 
Pinein Benj F 
Page Atniali 
Peacock Benj 
Perry Capt John 
Philbrook Oli ver 
Redmonds Thomas 
Robinson miss Mary P 
Ring Joseph 2 
Rice Thomas II 
Richardson Amos 
Robinson John W 2 
Rhodes & Leland 
Roberts John M 
Ring mrs Lucy F 
Rollins Wm 
Robinson John 
Richardson Wilks 
Richardson Chas 
Small Joel 
Stevens James M 
Stafford Jacob 
Segee mrs L A 
Stone mrs Harriet 
Sawyer Ripley 2 
Swane miss Emily 3 
Stevens miss Clarra 
Scott miss Victory M 
Smith miss Hannah J 
Spear Alfred 
Storer miss Rebecc 
Spears Thaddeus 
Sa fiord J 2d 
Sawyer miss Mary 
Sawyer Mary T 
Sowle Elbridge 
Small miss Lydia 
Smith Amasa 
Springer Wm 
Stilphen John E 
Seavey mrs E G 
Scribner Harvey 
Smith Harriet M 
Small Salome 
Sebroke James 
Stevens John 
Stickney Heartivell 
Sawyer Mary W 
Thompson miss Cordelia 
Thompson mis Martha 
Toothaker miss Margaret 
Turner mr R C 
Tibbetts William 
Trim Capt J W 
Trott Gilmore 
Tripp Othniei 
Tobcy Benjamin 
Tucker miss Marcia 
Vi les Leonards 
Varabry Gustavus B 
Wedgewood Charles 
Will lams James 
Whitney Tryphene 
W aitt miss Hannah 
Warren mrs Julia T  
Wilkenson Stephen 
Vv akcfield George W 
Weston S B 
Wheeler Wm E L 
Walker A B 
Wai •ren mrs Hannah 
Williams Janies 
Williams Oscar
V A L U A B L E  SCHOOL BO O K S.
P u b l i s h e d  b y  
JO H N  P .  J E W E T T ,  &  C O .
No. 23 Curnhill, Boston.
I N presenting to teachers and school committees this catalogue of our publications, we will state that many 
j months since we formed the plan of publishing a series of 
T ext  B ooks  for common schools,, which should differ in 
j many important particulars from those in general use.—  
j W c were determined from the onset to publish only good 
books, the Lest books, it we could procure such manuscripts. 
W e were fully satisfied, also, that the age demanded the 
issue of a belter style o f school books, so far as relates to 
their mechanical execution; that it was high time that poor 
paper, poor type, and poor printing, should be superseded in 
the schoolroom by books of a better and more substantial 
style. W e  have been singularly fortunate in securing the 
services of so many men of eminent talents as the authors 
of our various issues.
From among nearly fifty mamistripts, we selected the 
following:
LEA V ITT’S COMMON SCHOOL READERS.
Leavitt’s First Book, cloth, gilt title, 18mo., 72 pages, 
elegantly illustrated, per. doz., $1 08; single, 12 1-2.
Leavitt’s Second Book or Easy Lessons, 18mo., embossed 
backs, cloth sides, 189 pages, each, 25 cents; per doz., 
2 25.
Leavitt’s Third Bock, l2mo., 240 pages, embossed back, 
cloth sides, each, 42 cents; per doz., f  3 75.
Leavitt's Fturth. Bock, 12mo., 312 pages, embossed 
back, cloth sides, each, 50 cents; per doz., $4  50.
R O B IN S O N S  AM ERICAN A R IT H M E T IC .
12mo., 288 pages, morr. back and cloth sides, each, 50 
cents; per doz., §4 50.
B LISS ' A N A L Y SIS  OF GEOGRAPHY.
Each 63 cents; per doz., $500.
Bliss’ Geography of New England, 25 cents; per doz.,
$2 00.
Bliss’ Outline Map of New England, $150.
T H E SAME, V a r n i s h e d , $175.
Bliss’ Scries of Outline Maps, fo r a c a d e m ie s  a n d  common 
s choo ls  m o u n te d  on  ro l l s ,  b a c k e d  w ith  c lo th ,  e leg an t ly  co l ­
o r e d ,  p e r  s e t ,  $ 9  00 .  TH E SAME, V a r n i s h e d , $ 1 0  00 .  
W E L L  'S G R A  M M A R .
70,000 copies have Leon sold. $3,00 per doz. 
Towndrow’s System of Writing in 7 parts. A large 
number of towns in the State of Maine have already adopted 
this list of school books, and in every instance they have not 
failed to satisfy the wishes of the committees and teach­
ers. A host who have Used them are ready to give their de ­
cided testimony in favor of their general introduction in 
preference to any other series. W e have frequently been 
told that our books are got up in too good a style for school 
books, that the community are not prepared for such books. 
We did not believe it, and facts already go to prove tlie 
contrary. We have also been told that we cannot afford’ 
our books at so low prices; on large sales, such as we ex­
pect, we can; we are determined to test our experiment 
fairly, and believe the friends of education are prepared to 
sustain our enterprise. JOHN P. JE W E T T  & CO. 
The books may be had at W M . PALM ER’S, G ard iner. 
June 25, 1848. 49tf _
^ 0 T | C jg“ "——
T HE subscriber has opened a New Shop opposite H.F. Day & Co’s. Store, where he intends carrying on 
the Carriage Manufacturing in ail its branches. Repairing 
done at short notice. He has also employed a first rate 
painter, and will attend to ail kinds of Carriage, Sign, and 
Ornamental Painting. Ready made Waggons, Sleighs— 
Horse Carts, &c. constantly on band and for sale as low 
as can be bought on the river.
3m49 J AMES REYNOLDS.
I'jO Bl*.
BBLS. G EN ESEE FLOUR just received 
pr Schr. Texas. For sale by 
June 23th ’-IS. JOHN DENNIS
4 OO
A
F-4K-S S A I jE .
valuable Farm in Pittston, containing 41 acres of the 
best of Land, with a good one Story House and 
Barn, Wood House and other out buildings on the same,— 
situated on the river road, leading to Dresden, about 2 miles 
from the Steam Ferry landing in Pittston; and is a desira­
ble situation for any one in want of a beaut,ful, quiet coou- 
i  try residence. Cuts about 20 tons Hav, consiaerab! pine 
timber and white oak on the same, with a young growth of 
wood.
Also one other Farm for sale, situated 1-2 mile north of 
the one above described, containing 75 acres, Cuts about 35 
tons Hay,—well wooded and timbered,—a good Barn on 
the same, but no house. Terms of payment liberal.
For particulars apply to WM. STEV EN S, or
HIRAM STEVENS
Pittston, June 13, 1843, _______________ 47
BJotice.
ALL persons indebted to the subscribers by Note or Account are requested to pay the same on or before 
the 25th July next. Ail demands not paid by the above 
time will be put into the hands of some person for collec­
tion. A. H. &. Ii. T . CLARK.
Pittston, June 12, 1S48. 3w48
PIT © Sice.
T HE public are hereby cautioned against purchasing a note of hand dated on the 23d day of March, 1847, 
for one hundred and fifty dollars payable to Nathaniel Mot­
ley, or order, in two years from dale and interest, and sign­
ed by tlie subscriber, as said rote was given without con­
sideration, and therefore payment thereof will be resisted.
* EZE K IE L  SAW YER. 
Gardiner, June 19, 1843. 8w48
3 GINGHAMS, of the richest styles, and warranted 
fast colors, at the very low prices of 12 1-2 and 14 cents 
per yard; a better article than can be found at any other 
store. Also SH EETIN G  at 5 cents per yard; and a bet­
ter article than you can find at 61-4 cents. Also, extra 
fine 9-5 Sheeting, 8 cents per yard.
G o o d s ,
received four times a week, and at lower prices than can 
be found elsewhere. The only way is to call often and 
keep tlie run of great bargains,
SILAS T. G U SIIEE.
Dcat!)*
“  Why o’er the virtuous dead should mourners weep 1 
The virtuous never truly die—they sleep.”
Webb miss Mary Hellen 2 
Waldron D 
Williams Charles 
W alton Charles P 
Wires mr M 
Webster John 
Wade Oaron 
Johnson Capt. of Bark MaryWilliam Newell S 
Kirby miss Joanna Weston Samuel F
Kimball Reuben Wilder mrs Mary H
Kil'ea Francis Williams Alfred^
Knox Miss Angeline S Wiggins mrs Jane
Kittridge James
Persons calling for any of the above letters, will please 
say, “ they are advertised.”  JO S. MERRILL, P. M.
MOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber lias been duly appointed Administrator on tile estate of 
SAM’L CLAY, late of Gardiner, in the county of Kenne­
bec, deceased, intestate, aud has undertaken that trust by- 
giving bond as tbe law directs: All persons, therefore, 
having demands against the Estate of said deceased are 
desired to exhibit the same for settlement; and all indebted 
to said Estate are requested to make immediate payment, 
to W ILLIAM CLAY.
June 26, 1848. 3w50
d7* We have not room this week for an account 
of the Firemen’s celebration at Hallowell, en the 4th. 
At the trial of power by tlie respective engines,"the 
Committee decided that the “Hecla,” of Pittston,
‘ beat.’
At a meeting of the F i r e  K i n g  E n g i n e  C o m p a n y , 
of Gardijicr, it was unanimously Voted, That the respects 
of the Company be tendered to the L ion and T i g e r  Com­
panies of llallowell, for their very polite attentions and 
bountiful tables, at their Engine Houses, on the 4th inst.
JAM ES W . YV H IT E , Set’y.
Gardiner, July 4th, 18-18.
At a meeting of the H e c l a  E n g i n e  C o m pa n y  of 
Pittston, held at their Hall, on tho Eveningof thc 4th inst.,
In Hallowell, June 27th, Amelia Gilpatrick, aged 42.
In East Pittston, Mr. Joseph Blodgett, aged 91.
In Livermore, June 21st, Mrs. Mary Ann, wife of Mr. 
Charles Smith, aged about -12.
14th inst., at sea, on hoard ship Cheshire, on the passage 
from Havre to New York, Mrs. Hitchcock, (capt’s wife) 
of Newcastle, Me.
In Portland, 16th inst. Caroline E. Hall, daughter of 
the late Hon. d ied  Hall, of Bartlett, N. H.
In Saco, 19th inst., Mrs. Sarah T . Hanson, wife of 
Stillman Hanson, formerly of Buxton, aged 23 years.
In Portsmouth, Mrs. Theodosia McLeod, aged 55. Mr. 
Samuel Grant, Jr. aged 34. i
In Bath, 20th inst., Josephine S ., daughter of Joseph! 
S. and Caroline A Gildden, aged 8 mos. 5 ds.
In Boston, 20th inst., Mr. Otis B. Prescott, 48.
Ia Pembroke, N. H. (Suncook village,) 2d inst., Sarah 
J . ,  oldest child of Mr. John Newton, 12 years—death oc- j
L e a v i t t 's  BSeaflmg gSook.*,
sale by F. GLAZIER, J r ., at the following
Prices-— Leavitt’; 1
2d
3d
4th
Book, ,08c,
,19c,
,31e,
,37c.
C. H. D E W O L F E ' S
C lo th s  asset C lo th e s  D e p o t,
O L D T O  WJY.
Cl I I ,  J>. keeps constantly on hand a prime assort) ® inent of Cloths of all description; furnishing Goods,
R e a d y -m a d e  C lo th  ing-,
Rubber and Oil Clothing, and all other articles commonly 
kept in such establishments, at the present day; which ha 
will sell extremely cheap for the cash. 8',v47
June, 18-18.
E  SC U L A P  I  A  N  Co.'s
Compound Fluid Extract of Sarsapcrifla, _ 
for the cure of Scrofula, General Debility, Scaly Erup­
tions of the Skin, Tetters, Pimples on the face, Mercurial 
and Siphiloid diseases, Biles from impurities of the body, 
Ulcerations of the throat, pains and swelling of tbe bones, 
Liver affections, Chronic Rheumatism, Cutaneous Diseases, 
and all diseases arising from an impure state of the blood, 
exposure and imprudence of life, excessive use of mercury, 
&c. The Sarsaparilla can be depended upon by every ora 
as being as good as any either in this country or Europe. 
This pure extract is put up in large QUART bottles, and 
is the cheapest and best. Extract of Sarsaparilla now in use. 
Sold in Boston by Ross & Poor, 19 Tremont Row
For sale in Gardiner, by C. P . B r a n c h ; G. M At ­
w o o d ; A .T , P e r k i n s ; H . S m i t h .
$5?=That Individual
- ■ O took a pocket book from the window of the sub- • 
V w scriber’s store, is informed that if he will retnrn the 
pocket book and papers, he shall be welcome to the money 
—and no questions asked. BEN J. JO H N SO N .
Gardiner, June 27, 1848. 3w48
it was unanimously voted, that the sincere thanks of the j casioned by falling down a rocky precipice, 25 feet into tne 
Company lie tendered to the Lion and Tiger Companies, of Suncook River.
Hallowell, for their very polite and gentlemanly attention 
at thc Anniversary Celebration of American Independance, 
and also for the more than bountiful tables opened to us at 
their Engine Halls. F, F IF IE L D , Sec.
Pittston, July 5th, 1848.
Sons of Temperance.
TH O M PSO N  &  S 3 I IL E Y , 
HOUSE, SHIP, AMD SIGN-PAINTERS,
P A P E R  H A N G E R S  A N D  G L A Z IE R S .
Shop in Bowman’s Block, Brunswick St.
A. C. THOMPSON. AMOS A. SM ILEY. 
July 6th, 1848. 50tf
In accordance with a vote passed at the April session, I 
hereby notify the members of this Grand Division that its 
next Quarterly Session, will he held at Augusta,on W E D ­
NESDAY, the 26tli day of July, at 9 oclock A. M.
JO H N  H. HARTFORD, G. S.
J T O T IC E .
n p i I E  sale of Logs advertised for June 29th, stands ad- 
JL journed to July 29th, at same time arid place.
July 2. 2w50 '!>. N U TTIN G , Clerk K. L. D . Co.
€ O R i\ .A H  ^  FLOUIS.
BUSHELS Yellow Mealing CORN,— 
2300 bushels White “  “
200 Bbls. fresh ground Howard-street FLOU R, on board 
sell. Mf.t e l l a , from Baltimore. For sale by 
july 4. 50 JO HN D EN N IS.
Wanted Immediately.
ONE or two journeymen CABIN ET MAKERS, to whom steady employment and liberal wages will be 
given. Apply to JO SH UA JO NES.
Gardiner, June 20, 1848. 48tf
B OOK AND JOB PR IN TIN G  this office at lowest prices. neatly executed at
GARDINER CLOTH ING  STORE.
« W E I¥  D E A L Y , T a ilo r .
T HE subscriber would respectfully inform the inhabi­tants of Gardiner, and the public generally, that lie 
has taken the Store 2 doors south of the Rail Road Store, 
where he will keep constantly on hand, a large and well 
selected Stock of DRY GOODS, consisting in part of 
French, German, English, and American Broadcloths; 
French and German Doeskins; Cassimeres, of various 
shades and descriptions; a great variety of Satinets and 
Kerseys; also, Silk, Velvet, Satin, Buff, Cashmere, and 
White and Bull’Marseilles Nestings; Valencies, Black Silk 
Cravats, Bosoms, Dickeys, Suspenders, &c. &.c.; also, a 
large assortment of Heady-Made Clothing] all ofj: 
which will be sold as cheap as the cheapest—and as we 
shall be guided by the principle of quick sales and small 
profits, we hope to be able to satisfy all those who may 
favor us with their patronage, that our prices are in keep­
ing with thc times.
O. D. takes this opportunity of informing the Citizens of 
Gardiner that he will manufacture all kinds of G EN TLE­
MEN’S GARMENTS to order, and with despatch, in his 
Establishment, whkih will be cut and made in. the latest 
and most approved style.
Reports of Fashions regularly received from New l'ork  
and Boston.
CUTTING done at short notice, aed warranted to fit if 
made up by an experienced hand.
Gardiner, June 23, 1848. 48tf
S a w  M ill to lie le t .
T O be let, Saw Mill No. 3, on the lower dam in Gar­diner, and possession given immediately.
R. IL GARDINER.
Gardiner, June 7, 18-18. 47
D R. W. P. E V A N S ’ P A IN  K IL L E R .
No medicine has been discovered that is so happily adapt­
ed to use internally as drops to be taken, and yet perform 
such wonders when applied externally, as awash, bath, or 
by friction. This “Pain Killer’’ may be used with a suc­
cess that will astonish tlie beholder, in such cases as the 
following: Distressing Dysentery, Pain in the side and 
stomach, Corns, Cuts and Bruises, Cholera Infantum, Bron­
chitis, Ilealing sores on man or beast. Children Teething, 
Raising Blood, Hoarseness, Quinsey in a few hours, Chil­
blains, frosted Feet, Spasms, Scratches or torn Flesh, Bites 
or Stings. In very foul stomachs it may cause vomiting. 
So much the better, the stomach will be cleansed, and the 
next dose will settle the sickness. Sold in Boston by Ross 
& Poor, 19 Tremont Row.
For sale in Gardiner, by A . T . P e r k i k s  ; IL  S m i t h ; 
G. M. A t w o o d ; C. P . B r a n c h  27
THE G R E A T  H E A L IN G  SA L V E .
Criminal Negligence. TV hen so many are daily losing 
their lives in the most shook ing manner, by being burned 
to death, is it not the duty of every person, and particular­
ly parents, to heep always in their family a salve that will 
positively save life in every case ef Burn or Scald, (if the 
vitals are not destroyed,) provided such a salve can be 
found 1 Connd’s Pain Extractor is a salve that will do this, 
and shall be applied in actual cases gratuitously, and be­
fore any number of physicians, and it will give almost in­
stant relief, and cure more rapidly and effectually than any 
prescription yet invented by any or all the medical men in 
existence. 'Idtese are facts, and should parents lose a dear 
child bv fire, they will only have the reflection that ihey 
might have saved its life if they had taken the precaution t 
keep this salve on hand to appfy. It is found at Uo*3 £*. 
Poor's 19 Tremont Row Boston.
Sold in Gardiner, by H. S m i t h ; C. P. B r a n c h ; A, 
T  P e r k i k s ; G. M. A t w o o d .
SY.M PTOMS OF WORMS. “
Alternate paleness and flushing of the countenance, a dull 
expression of the eyes, drowsiness, itching of the nose, a 
swelled upper lip, tongue whitelv furred and thickly speck­
led with ted points, foeted breath and enrarged beiiy, a par­
tial or general swelling or puffness of the skin a starting in 
the sleep, and grinding of the teeth, a gradual wasting of 
the flesh, a sensation as if something had lodged in the 
throat, sickness ot the stomach, vomiting, a snort dry eougn 
appetite voracious, at other times feeble, an unnatural 
craving for chalk, dirt or clay, bowels sometimes too cos­
tive fits, convulsions, and palsey. No mother who pus- 
pects her child has worms should fail to procure the Ver­
mifuge. Sold genuine at 19 Tremont Row, Boston by Ross 
& Poor.
i^^ 255
T HE  COLD W A T E R  F O U N T A I N  AND G A R D I N E R  N E W S - L E T T E R .
C oiii^im ptioM  C u re d !
B U C H A N 'S  H U N G A R IA N  B A L S A M  OF L IF E
T H E  G R E A T  E N G L I S H  R E M E D Y  FO R
Colds, Coughs, Asthma, and Consumption
BUCHAN’S HUNGARIAN BALSAM, tlie great English Remedy for Pectoral and Pulmonary diseas 
es, still stands unrivalled and unsurpasssd as the most cle 
gaut, agreeable, and effectual curative of these formidable 
complaints, now known to the civilized world.
Five years of trial in the United States, during which 
tirnejit has been distributed from Maine to Florida, has only 
served to establish its pre-eminent merit in all parts of the 
country as the great and O N L Y  R E L IA B L E  R E M E D Y  
in the worst cases of Pulmonary diseases; and the best and 
most agreeable curative of all the slight forms of colds 
cough and inflammation, that can possibly be used.
S P IT T IN G  OF BLOOD'. This frightful symptom of 
approaching Consumption, is speedily checked and prevent­
ed by the use of Buchan’s Hungarian Balsam, which heals 
the affected membrane, removes the incipient tubercles, and 
restores those vital organs, the lungs, to a sound and heal­
thy condition.
INCONTESTIBLE PROOFS
of the efficacy of this Balsa/n in thc worst forms of consumption. 
I M P O R T A N T  M E D I C A L  T E S T I M O N Y  !
D r . B r a d l e e — D e a r  S i r :— Thc Hungarian Balsam 
«, beyond all question, a most perfect and admirable prepur-, 
it ion for diseases of the Lungs. I have used it in my family, 
and in my professional practice for more than two years, 
with the most uniform and entire success, in cases of severe 
Pulmonary Diseases, and I can conscientiously recommend 
it to all who are afflicted, as the most certain remedy for 
such diseases with which I am acquainted.
Yours Respectfully, FREDERIC T. STORER, M. D. 
Saco, Maine, May 22, 1846.
From the Christian Freeman.
Reliable evidence of the efficacy of Buchan's Hungarian 
Balsam.—While we repudiate quackery, we arc always 
pleased to give credit for that which is truly useful, and to 
give information which inav benefit others. A few days 
ago, a brother of ours, from Norway, Me., came into our 
office, in comfortable health, whom we did not expect to see 
again on earth. \Ve received a letter a few weeks since, 
from another brother, resident in the house with him, say­
ing that he was confined to his bed, and could not probably 
continue but a short time. Judge then of our surprise 
when we saw him enter our Office. He has a slight cough 
remaining, as it would lie natural that he should have, until 
he has had further time for acquiring strength of lungs.— 
But he is in comfortable health. The following letter which 
be addresses to tlie general Boston Agent for the medicine 
which has restored him so wonderfully, will show what 
medicine has been the instrument of the good work.
T w o  F a r m s  fo r  S a le .
ONE of them situated in the town of Hallowell, about one and a half miles from Pittston Ferry, containing 
about forty-five acres of excellent land, well divided into 
mowing, tillage and pasturage, and cuts 35 tons of hay an­
nually—long known as the “ Ferrin Farm.”  There is on 
the above farm a good story and a half house, new, and 
two barns.
Also one other farm, situated in Pittston, about 2 miles 
from the Ferry, containing about 80 acres of good land, 
cuts 30 tons of hay, and could easily be made to cut double 
that amount.
On the above farm is a one story bouse, barn, and other 
outbuildings.
On both of the above farms, there is a thrifty growth of 
young wood, which cannot fail to be very valuable at no 
distant day.
A part of thc purchase money will be required down,and 
on the remainder a liberal credit will be given, if desired.
For further particulars apply to A. CLARK, Hallow ell, 
or the subscriber, in Pittston Village.
DAVID R. CLARK.
Pittston, Feb. 25 1848. 31 tf
IV e s te rn  C a rr ia g e s .
T H E  subscriber, feeling very 
grateful for the unlimited patronage 
which he has received from the peo­
ple of Kennebec and vicinity in for­
mer years, hereby informs them and
BOSTON MUSEUM.
T R E M O N T  S T R E E T ,  
Between Court and School Sts., Boston.
THIS establishment having been removed to the superb edifice erected for the purpose, at a cost of nearly a 
Q U A R T E R  O F A  M IL L IO N  OF D O L L A R S . 
is now acknowledged to be the most valuable and perfectly 
arranged institution of the kind in America. The entire
premises coyer nearly Twenty Thousand Feet o f  Land !— 
ihe whole of which, with its numerous cabinets is crowded
Boston, Feb. 16, 1847.
Dr. D . F . Bradlee,—Sir:—I cannot refrain from saying 
a word in commendation of ‘Buchan’s Hungarian Balsam 
of Life.’ Here is a plain statement of facts in relation to 
my case, and if they are of any service in inducing the sick 
to seek relief at the source from whence I obtained it, 1 
shall be thankful.
My residence is Norway, Me. Three years ago last fall, 
I took a violent cold, which loft a cough of the most ag­
gravating kind, accompanied by a severe pain in the left 
side. Last June I had become so feeble, that I w as oblig­
ed to quit all work, and was confined to the house until 
about four weeks since. During that time I received the 
best medical attendance, and tried nearly ail the medicine 
which aye recommended in such cases, but could find no 
relief but grew' worse, and for the last three weeks was 
confined to my bed. Two of my physicians gave me up 
as past recovery. But as fortune would have it, I heard of 
the Hungarian Balsam and immediately procured a bottle. 
This gave me instant relief, and six botlles have broken up 
my cough, and placed me in a situation to resume, with ad­
vancing health, my usual occupation. Yours truly,
CHURCHILL COBB.
Be wise to-day J
with every variety of 
B ird s, Q u ad ru p ed s , F ish , R e p tile s , In sec ts , 
Shells , M in e ra ls , F o ss ils , & c ., & c.
from all parts of the w'orld, together with upwards of o n e  
t h o u s a n d  c o s t l y  PA INTINGS, and rare and valuable 
e n g r a v i n g s , among which are Sully’s great Picture of 
Washington Crossing the Delaware. Portraits of the Gov­
ernors of Massachusetts, and all the Presidents, &c. paint­
ed by the best Artists, lining the w’alls in every part, aud 
w ith the unique Statuary, Egyptian, Indian and Polynesian 
Relics, &c., swelling to the number of nearly
Five Hundred Thousand Articles!
comprising every rare and curious thing, that can interest or 
amuse, aud among which visitors will always find some­
thing that is New, Strange, and Instructive. The most 
liberal arrangements have been made both in the old coun­
try and this for procuring living novelties, such as GI­
A N T S , D W A R F S , O R AN G  O U T A N G S, Sgc. The 
entire of this gigantic collection is on exhibition, every day, 
and through the evening, Splendidly Illuminated with Gas ! 
In addition to which every evening, and on Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons for the accomodation of strangers' 
as cries of
T h e a tr ic a l  a n d  M usical P e rfo rm an ces .
consisting of Sterling and witty Comedies, Thrilling and 
Ingenious Dramas, Soul Inspiring Operas, Mirth moving 
Farces, or Gorgeous Spectacles pare enacted in the m a g n i f i ­
c e n t  E x h i b i t i o n  H a l l , by performers of acknow ledg­
ed talent, aided by an Orchestra unequalled in the Union 
and with Scenic and Stage Arrangements that cannot be 
surpassed! Every department beng under the immediate 
direction of the most talented artists of the profession, the 
proprietor is enabled to defy competition in theatricals !— 
whether it be in regard to Quality, Quantity or Price.
The most perfect cleanliness, order and decorum is main-
Delay in any case of Consumptive tendency, is empliati- j  tained throughout the establishment, which has secured it 
cally Death, under all ordinary treatment. The Hungarian I qtc reputation of being the
the public generally, that he will continue to offer for sale a 
large a id splendid'variety of W estern  C a rria g es  of the 
first class, such as Carryalls, Rockaways, Phaetons, Chaises, 
Gigs, Buggy and Common Wagons, fpc.
The subscriber maybe found at the C o b b o s s e e  H ous e  
and w ill take pleasure in exhibiting his Carriages to all 
those who are desirous of purchasing.
No pains have been spared to procure the best aud most 
splendid patterns, and those w ho wish to purchase Carriages 
will always find a supply by calling on the subscriber.— 
These Carriages, in point of durability and finish, are sec 
ond to none in the country,—they are manufactured in 
Exeter, N. II., expressly for this market—are made of the 
best Western Timber, by as good workmen as the country 
affords, and will Ire sold with or w ithout Harnesses, to suit 
the wants of the community. They are warranted to give 
entire satisfaction to purchasers, and will be sold at great 
bargains.
In case of the absence of the subscriber, please call on 
B e n j . S h a w , J r ., at bis store on Water Street.
N . M. JEW  ELI
Gardiner, May I I , 1843. 42tf
SAND! SAND
Bushels Plumb Island Sand, for sale on 
BraJslrect’s wharf bv
43 tf G. W. LOW ELL
M R S . M O W  A BID
W OULD inform her friends and customers, that she has just returned from Boston, with the 
L a te s t  approved  F a sh io n s  fo r D resses .
She is also furnished with the latest patterns for C h i l ­
d r e n ’s c l o t h e s , and is now prepared to make or fit 
Dresses and children’s clothing in the latest style, for any 
who may favor her with a call.
SHOP in building occupied by Dr. Webber, Dentist,— 
{jCr-Up S t a ir s . 4^3 " 41
T o  L e t,
T IIE Brick Store in Clay's Block, recently occupied by N. B. Norton , suitable to keep Dry or West India
D r .  W a r r e n ’ s
Sarsaparilla, Tomato, and Wild Cherry 
Thy steal Bitters.
AT 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
CCOMPOSED of pure Spanish Sarsaparilla, Tomato J and Wild Cherry Bark—three of the most powerful, 
purifying and strengthening productions in Nature.
The extract here presented is prepared after the direc­
tions given by the celebrated Dr. W arren, whose name it 
bears, and will be found superior to any preparation of the 
kind now in use. It is highly concentrated— entirely veg 
ctable—and flavored to tlie taste.
Sarasapari 11a, Tomato, and W ild Cherry Bitters, have 
now become a standard medicine, universally approved by 
Plivsicians, as a safe,'speedy, and effectual remedv for
SCROFULOUS, M EC U RIAL, A N D  CU­
TAN EO U S D ISE A SE S:
Jaundice, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Bilious Disorders, Swel­
ling of tbe limbs, Tumor in the Throat, Salt Rheum, Bad 
Humors, Cancerous Sores, Chronic Catarrh, Headache, 
Nervous Irritation, Loss of Appetite, Liver Complaint, 
Costiveness, Weak and Sore Stomach, Ulcers and Sores, 
Pain in the Bones, Rheumatic Affections, Erysipelas, Erup-
J . T .  W H I P P L E ,
— t e a c h e r  o f  t h e —
ORGAN, PIANO-FORTE & VIOLIN.
A l s o  c o m p o s e r  a n d  A r r a n g e r  ot 
BAND k  COTILLON MUSIC.
COBBOSSEE H O U SE .
tions on the Face, King’s Evil, Languor, Debility, Dizzi­
ness, Yellow Complexion, Loss of Strength and Flesh;
Goods. Terms reasonable. Apply to 
Gardiner, May 25,1848.
R. CLAY 8r CO. 
44if
FROM AUCTION!
f b f h  PIEC ES STRAW  CARPETING, received at 
N & N. K. CHADW IC K ’S, and selling V E R Y
C H E A P . 
Mav 1st 1848. 41
B r ic k s !  B r ic k s ! !
TH E subscriber having a large lot of Bricks on hand, and wishing to dispose ot them, will sell chimney
Bricks cheaper Gian the same quality of Bricks can be 
bought for in town. WOODWARD THOMPSON. 
Gardiner, March 20, 1848. 35
F o r  Sa!e.
A FEW  H O U SE  L O T S  pleasantly situated on Dres­den and Lincoln Streets. Inquire of L. CLAY. 
Gardiner, April 14th., 1848. 38
Never Despair of Life!!
and all those disorders which arise from thc abuse of Mer­
cury, or from au impure taint in the blood, no matter bow- 
acquired.
Sarsaparilla, Tomato Wild Cherry and Bitters,
Are entirely unrivalled for the cure of all diseases before 
enumerated. They are of universal use in New Eng­
land, and highly appreciated bv all classes of people.
O B SE R V E  T H IS :
The Extract here presented is prepared after directions 
given bv the celebrated Dr. Warren, whose name it bears, 
and will be found superior to any preparation of the kind 
now in use. It is highly concentrated—entirely vegetable 
■and flavored to the taste. The change which it produces 
in the condition and tendency of the system is speedy and 
permanent. Prepared and sold by
DAVID F! BRADLEE & &ON,
130 Washingtou street, Boston. 
A g e n t s : Gardiner, H. Smith, G. M. Atwood; Hallo- 
m il,ti .  Wales; Augusta, J .  E. Ladd, and by dealers in 
medicine generally throughout New England. Iy48
PAUL  VARNEY, 
H A T C H  H O U S E ,  
i \ o .  2 7  H a iu  S t r e e t ,
_  ___
This House is conducted on Temperance principles.
45
■ ( J l I I l t C Y  M O U S E
Kept on Strictly Temperance Principles,
NO. 1, B R A T T L E  S Q U A R E ,
Opposite Brattle S treet Church,
B O S T O N . 33
W a n te d  Im m e d ia te ly
ONE good Cabinet maker and one good House, Sign, and Carriage Painter, to whom steady employment 
and good Wages will be given. Enquire of F. F IF IE L D ,
Pittston, Me., or at this Office. 
June 21st, 1848.
GARDINER CHINA HALL.
nH IT SFMH6
H. C. PO R TE R ,
A T  G ARD IN ER CHINA H A LL , 
(N early  O pposite  tlie  G a rd in e r  H o te l,)
H AS just received a large and extensive assortment of China, Glass and Crockery, of the latest and most 
approved styles, consisting of Flowing Blue, Flowing Mul
Balsam is a great Antidote, as well as Curative. If  you 
have any symptoms above described, be advised in time. 
Sold in large bottles at only one dollar per bottle.
By Special Appointment—David F . Bradlee, Boston, 
Mass., Sole Agent for the United States and British Amer­
ican Provinces. 130 Washingtou Street, Boston.
A g e n t s : Gardiner, H. S m i t h ; G. M. A t w o o d ; 
Hallowed, B. Wales; Bowdoinham, Dr. L. Richards; 
Richmond, G. H. Thomas, and by Dealers in medicine 
generally throughout New England. 1)48.
G a r d in e r  a sad L e w is to n  F a l l s  !
Stage has commenced running from Gardiner to Lew­
iston Falls, by wav of Pot ter’s Mills, Litchfield Corn­
er, Monmouth, Wales, and Webster, as follows: leave 
Gardiner, every Wednesday and Saturday, at 10 o’clock 
A. M., after thc arrival of the Boat from Boston, and the 
Hourly from Augusta.
Leaves Lewiston at 7 o’clock A. M., Mondays and 
Thursdays, and arrives at Gardiner in season for the half 
past 1 Hourly, and the 3 o’clock Boat for Boston.
J . W . CROW ELL, Agent.
Gardiner, June 9th, ISIS. 46
W  A S II8  A G T O N i A A' H O U SE,
C o m er o f  B ru n sw ick  & W a te r  S tree ts .
mm*
rg N H E  subscriber respectfully informs the travellingpub- 
lie, that the above House is open, with increased
It
ic- 
s, ashere-rommodations, for the reception of visitors 
tofore, conducted strictly upon
T E M P E R A N C E  P R IN C IP L E S ; 
and the aim of the proprietor will ever bo to render it 
worthy of the patronage and approbation of those who 
seek a quiet and well regulated House, entirely free from 
the fumes of alcohol, in any shape. P. R. CLEAVE: 
Gardiner, June 16, 1S48. 6m47
Cheapest Place of Amusement in the World! 
and to enable all visiting the city to examine not only thc 
VAST COLLECTION OF CU R IO SITIES, 
but also lo witness the splendid, chaste and amusing en­
tertainments, the price of
A d m is s io n  to  th e  W h o le ,
is only 2 S  e e s i t s .  Children ha lf Price.
On all Holidays and particularly
ON THE FOURTH OF JULY,
Extraordinary attractions are presented and performances ain­
ert at intervals throughout thc entire day and evening.
N ew  B o o ts  a n d  Shoes.
W-QMW  W S I i
H AS just returned from Boston with his Spring and Summer stock of Boots and Shoes—consisting of
Ladies’ Silk and common lasting Gaiter Boots, black and 
bronze Polkas, French arid American Kid Buskins and 
Slips. Misses’ black and bronze Gaiter Boots, black and 
bronze Polkas.—Kid, Morocco and Leather Shoes. Child­
ren’s patent Leather Polka and Button Shoes, black and 
bronze Morocco Polkas and Buskins, Goat Skin and Leath­
er Shoes.
G en ts’ F in e  F re n c h  C a lf  B o o ts ,
American do. do.—Goat, Calf, and Kip Shoes. B oys & 
Y o u t h s ’ Ca l f  B oots , Goat, Calf, and Kip, and Grain­
ed Leather Shoes.
Making in ail as good an assortment of Boots and Shoes 
as can be found at any Store on the River—and will be 
sold at R E A S O N A B L E  P R IC E S  FOR C A SH .
QC/“Purchasers are respectfully invited to call.
Gardiner, May 9, 1848. 42tf
E  O O K  1 M G - G L A S S  E  S
'
A T  W H O L E S A L E  A N D  R E T A I L  BY
No. 43 CORN HILL — BOS PON. 38
BEAUTIFUL, CHOICE & DESIRABLE
F A N C Y  G O O D S ,
No. 141 Washington S t , BOSTON,
F U K I Y I T C J K E  &  F E A T H E R S .
W H O LESALE AND R E T A IL ! !
FES S E N D E N  & HASKELL,
35 an d  37 F e d e ra l  S tre e t, B o sto n .
N OTICE the attention of the public to their large stock for Spring Trade. They have every article to be
(N early  opposite  th e  O ld S ou th .)
THE subscriber offers at Wholesale and Retail the largest variety of FANCY GOODS ever offered in 
his city, and he has adopted the
L o w  P r ic e  S y s tem ,
L A R G E  S A L E S  A N D  S M A L L  P R O F IT S ,
He is enabled to offer his Goods as Low, if not l o w e r  
than any other establishment in the United States. Among 
the immense variety ho will mention a few of the leading 
articles, which he can assure customers comprises the very- 
best assortment.
SH E L L , H O RN , AND  F A N C Y COMBS,
Elegant wrought Shell Back and Side Combs—real Paris 
made Buffalo Horn, Cap, Dressing and Ivory Combs, of all 
sizes and degrees of fineness. Horn, Side, Cap, Wrought 
Cap and Braid Combs, comprising a splendid assortment.
Perfum ery and Cosmetics.
LU BIN ’S well-known Perfumes of all the most fashiona­
ble Odors, twenty-five different kinds. Lubin’s Soaps— 
Guerlain’s Perfumes, Jules Hauel’s Eau De Lustral and Ox 
Marrow and Bear’s Oil—Also, his celebrated DYE for 
instantaneously coloring the Hair by ONE application—to­
g e t h e r  with a full assortment of Soaps, P o m a d e s ,  &c., 
and every article weil-known of utility for the complexion.
Tlie most complete assortment of every kind, viz : Hat 
Hair, Cloth, Tooth and Shaving Brushes, some splendid 
patterns of English French Tooth Brushes, made particu­
larly for his Retail sales.
Miscellaneous Articles.
Gold and Silver Fcnc.il Cases,—Spectacles of all kinds, 
GOLD PEN S, Roger’s Scissors and Knives of all thc 
m o s t  approved patterns, Diamond Needles—Steel and Gilt 
Beads—Silk Velvet and Steel Bags and Purses. A very 
extensive assortment of Ladies and Gentlemen’s Dressing 
Cases, splendid Work Boxes, Card Cases of Shell, Pearl 
and Ivory, Pocket Books, Port Folios, kc . Elegant W ax 
Dolls, common Dressed Dolls. A great variety of Games 
and amusing Dissected Pictures, embracing a complete as- 
ortment of different varieties.
A Splendid assortment of French and German Accorde- 
ons from 8 to 12 and 14 Keys, which was selected by one 
of the best judges from the most approved makers in France 
and German6.
H a i r  W ork .—His assortment of this article is com­
plete and elegant, consisting of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s 
W IGS, Half Wigs, Frizetts, Bands and Braids of Hair, 
together with a full assortment of articles suitable for man­
ufacturing Hair Work.
(|C$-Cash P aid for long Hair from 18 inches to any 
length—thc price paid will be in proportion lo the length.
QC^Ladies and Gentlemen visiting the city are respect 
fully invited to call and examine the above without feeling 
the least obligation to purchase.
Qr"f-Persons in pursuit of articles for P re se n ts , will 
find at this establishment all the new, curious and most dc- 
iivale articles, as the variety is greater than can be found 
tlsiwhcrc*
O f-Don't forget thc number, 141 M A S H IN G ! ON 
S T R E E T —nearly opposite the Old South, three doors from 
School Street. *  TVV' l?°
Boston, May, IS48.
found in a first class establishment:—such as Rich Black 
Walnut and Mahogany P a r lo r  F u rn itu re .
Painted C h a m b er  S ets—all prices.
Best Curled H air Ma t r a s s e s .
W arranted Pure L i v e  G e e s e  F e a t h e r s .
M a h o g a n y  a n d  G i l t  F r a m e  G l a s s e s .
Fine and Superfine C a r p e t i n g s . 39
Ar. so—a fine assortment of strong and ivell made low 
priced Furniture. We offer the above at thc lowest prices 
they can be purchased for. Every article is 1 warranted,and, 
if not found as represented, it will be readiy exchanged.
Togus Mineral Spring* Mouse.
f J N H E  Subscriber having completed his arrangements
for the accommodation of Boarders and Visitors at 
the Spring, would inform the public that he is now ready 
to receive boarders or transient company. Proper means 
of amusement have been provided, and no pains will lie 
spared to promote the convenience and comfort of visitors.
ORRIN EMERSON.
Hallowell, May 24, 1848. 44
B l o u s e  t o  L e t .
A LARGE Dwelling House suitable for a 
Public House or a Boarding House, situated 
on corner of Summer and Bridge Streets, 
near the Gardiner Flour Mills, will be let on 
reasonable terms. Inquire of 
GardimeMay 17, 1343. 41 II. F. DAY &CO.
A t t e n t i o n  ! T h e  w h o l e  L i n e .
Train ing ’* Megan !
A LL persons indebted to me by note or account, arc re­
quested to pay thc same by July 1st, if they wish to 
save cost. All demands not settled at the above time will
be left with an attorney for collection.
May 18,1848. 15tf G. W . LOW ELL.
R e m o v a l.
D R. B. MORTON, would inform his friends and thc public, that he has moved in to tlie house formerly 
owned and occupied by John Stone, J .,  on Sunnnur Street, 
five doors west of Day’s hard ware store—where he is 
prepared to accommodate three or four patients at a time, 
who may wish to have the pure Botanic or Thomsonian 
practice. Those who have been given up by the Aloepathic 
or old School Physicians as incurable are the most desir­
able; notwithstanding they are harder to cure, being filled 
up with poisonous drugs.
Gardiner, June 1st, 1848. 45
EBEN E. DYER. 
6 m 44
S O M E
l i M l f  * * * * * * 7
-----RECEIVED A T------
. 1 \  K .  C I L I D W / C f i ’s ,
To make up an assortment, and selling at UN U SU A L L I
L O W  PRICES!
Gardiner, June 1, 1848. 41
J u s t  R e c e i v e d
A NEW  lotofL IN N EN  GINGHAMS at lower pri­ces than can be found in town. Also, 30 pieces of 
S T R A W  C A R P E T IN G , besides a new lot of w o o l en  
c a r p e t i n g s  aud FEARHERS.
Gardiner, June 7 , ’48. S. T . GUSHEE.
K E L L E Y ’ S &  C O ’ S
HIGHLY CONCENTRATED
S A R S A P A R I L L A !
Cures the worst Diseases that ever prey­
ed on the Human System, and saves 
Thousands of Lives Annually !
T HIS Sarsaparilla will bear TWO QUARTS OF 
WATER to a Bottle, and then be far superior 
to any in use. It is put into the Bottle in its FULL 
STRENGTH and power, without reducing it, and 
this is done for the special benefit of those who use 
it, as it is objected to all other Sarsaparillas that they 
are Weak, Clumsy, Adulterated, and are wholly in 
capable of reaching the seat and cause of the dis­
ease. Bul tins Sarsaparilla comes warranted to be
Six Times Stronger
than any other, and Six Times Better, Safer, Surer, 
and Cheaper than all others. THIS Sarsaparilla 
has bestowed on it some of the best MEDICAL tal­
ents and Skill, in the world; and CURES all the 
Sickness, KILLS all the Pain, REMOVES all th 
Suffering that it is in power of Human mpans to Jc 
It Cures SCROFULA, D Y SP E P SIA , JAUjY  
DICE, L IV E R  COM PLAINT, HUMORS 
CANKER, C O STIV E N E SS. RHEUM A­
TISM, CANCER, D E B IL IT Y  OF T H E  
SYSTEM , and every disease which arises 
from IM FU RE BLOOD.
Consumption Cured with
KELLEY & CO’S SARSAPARILLA!
A PH YfclClAN, who is truly the most distinguish­
ed of any in a large City for professional Skill, CER­
TIFIES, astonishing as it may seem that lie ac­
tually CURED a case of CONSUMPTION with 
Kelley & Co’s Sarsaparilla ; and says “That there is 
no medicine in which he has so much confidence for 
“DISEASES OF THE LUNGS.” Some will mar­
vel at tins REMARKABLE Cure, but hundreds are 
knowing to the tact. This INESTIMABLE Sarsa- 
sarilja is also doing wonders in foreign cities. And 
pays
fefili BEiYJAM Lift B R O D IE ,
Surgeon to the Royal Family of England, “that 
there, is no other medicine which is CAPABLE of 
doing so MUCH GOOD, and yet so INCAPABLE 
of doing injury.” What distinguished compliments 
are these ? Never was there a medicine honored 
with STRONGER RECOMMENDATIONS. 1 
CURES when every thing else fails, the
Severest Scrofula and Humors,
where the fiesh falls off the bones—the bones are 
diseased, and the DART OF DEATH seems ready 
to strike the sufferer. And the reason for this is, that 
it makes the BLOOD perfectly Pure. Rich, Healthy. 
Quick, Free. Nutritious. It CURES all of those 
ALARMING cases of DYSPEPSIA and JAUN­
DICE, where the Liver is Swollen and Painful, 
Strength wasting, appetite gone, Pulse weak and 
Feverish, Skin Yellow, Nerves deranged. It re­
stores Health, Strength, and Vigor to every disor­
dered function of the System—causing them to move 
on just as Nature requires. And fonts WONDER­
FUL Power over Diseases in every form, and part 
which no other medicine possesses, the public justly 
style it the
M a s te r  IS ciuedy  o f  th e  A ge.
The great secret of all its triumphant success over 
all othei Sarsaparillas, is, that it does not tamper 
with the patient, or prolong his sufferings. But it 
first attacks the disease and stops it. then removes 
it, then brings up the flesh amt strength of a per­
fectly pure Blood, so that the cure is always thor­
ough and permanent. Others only scatter, or back- 
en the disease, but this EXTIRPATES it wholly 
from the system—this saves the patient’s life, while 
others endanger it. The whole Body is made so 
healthy by the use of this GIANT MEDICINE, the 
System so vigorous—Mind so cheerful—Nerves so 
quiet—Skin so fair—Spirits so buoyant, that MEDI­
CAL COLLEGES, PROFESSORS, and Physicians 
always prefer it, for the sake of its Superiority.— 
Try it, all you who are seeking the PRICELESS 
BLESSINGS OF HEALTH!
LADIES, MARRIED & UMMARRIED?
It is for you, especially, that this Sarsaparilla is 
made, as the “HEALING ART” has been tasked to 
the utmost to have it exactly suited to FEMALE  
COMPLAINTS. These Complaints have never 
been cared l'or as they ought ; hence it is that all 
the medicines which are used with the hope of Cure 
so invariably and entirely fail. But this Sarsaparil­
la has the SPECIAL abilty, to cure every Disease, 
Affliction, or Pain, which comes under this head.—
It regulates the secretions—corrects the irregulari­
ties of the System—restores strength to every part 
—beautifies the complexion—imparts a flow of spir- 
its—cures palpitation of the Heart—removes Blotch­
es, Pimples, Freckles.
Manufactured by
JOS. L. K ELLEY & CO.,
Chemists 4* Druggists, 10S Middle Street,
P O R T L A N D , (M e .)
N. B.—This Effectual Remedy is the CHEAP­
EST Medicine in THIS COUNTRY ! Price only 
75 cents per Bottle, and SIX Bottles purchased at 
one time S 1,00 dollars for which small sum the 
worstcases of SCROFULA and HUMORS can be 
CURED.
Agents in GARDI NER— If holer.ah and Retail. 
CHARLES P. BRANCH, A. T. PERKINS, HEN­
RY' SMITH, Druggists.
Sole Agent in Pittston, Gideon Barket ; Richmond, 
Avery ; Hallowell, IL J■ Leiden .j- Co., fo John
m i .  J .  I i .  W E B B E D ,
&  &  @ 9  GARDINER, ME.
Full sets of Teeth inset ted upon the most improved pins 
and sufficient time given to tost them before any pay is re 
qtured. 41tf
C H A R L E S  B. C L A P ,
— D E A L E R  I N —
W . I . G o o d s  &  G r o c e r ie s ,  
WAILS, GLASS, PAINTS, OILS, &c,
B o w m a n ’s B lo c k— W a t e r  S t r e e t ,
G A R D IN E R , M E.
EN O CH  M ARSH A LL,
G A R D I N E R ,  ( M e . )
§ d “ A l l  b u s i n e s s  f o r w a r d e d  b y  m a i l  o r  o t h e r w i s e ,  p r o m p t -  
y  a t t e n d e - o  t o . 40tf
DR. TOWNSEND’S SARSAPARILLA, ‘
WONDER AND BLESSING OF THE AGE
The most Extraordinary Medicine in the World.
T h is  Extract is put up in qt. bottles; it is six times olieai,. 
er, pleasanter, and warranted superior to any sold. It ctir, 
diseases without vomiting, purging, sickening or debilitat®. 
the patient.
The great beauty and superiority of this Sarsaparilla over 
all other medicines is, while it eradicates diseases, it jnvu 
orates the body. It is one of the very best F a l l  & S um'  
m e r  M e d i c i n e s  ever known; it not only purifies the 
whole system and strengthens the person, but it creates mv- 
pure and rich blood; a power possessed by no other medicine' 
Anri in this lies tlie grand secret of its wonderful success 
It has performed within the last live years, more than 100.! 
000cures of severe cases of disease; at least 15,000were 
considered incurable. It has saved the lives of more than 
5000 children during tbe two past seasons. 10,000 case, 9 
General Debility and want of Nervous Energy.
Dr.Townsend’s Sarsaparilla invigorates the whole system 
permanently, 'fo  those who have lost their muscular energy
M E A R Y  F . M Y  &  C o ., ~
----------I M P O R T E R S  O F  ---------
H A R D W A R E  & C U T L E R Y ,
--------- A N D  D E A L E R S  I N  ------
Crockery, Glass & China Ware,
R O N ,  S T E E L ,  N A I L S
Day's New Block, corner of Bridge Summer Sts., 
Near the Flour Mills,— GARDINER, Me . 
H E N R Y  F .  D A Y ,  36 J A S .  P .  H I T C H C O C K .
berv, Light Blue, & White Granite Dining, Tea & Toilet 
setts, French and English gold band, white and figured 
Tea Setts, French and German Vases, Mugs, &c.
A L a rg e  V a r ie ty
of Solar, Stand, Side and Entry Lamps, Solar Hanging & 
Camphene Lamps, W icks, &c.., &c.
G lass D ishes on foot, Lamps, Candle sticks, Tum­
blers, Lemonades,E-gg and Wine Glasses, Goblets, Cream­
ers, Sugars, Preserve and Cup plates, Salts, Spica Jars, 
Solar and Astral Shades and Chimneys; Toy Tumblers, 
Candle Sticks, Goblets, Pitchers, &e.
B r i t ta n ia  Coffee and Tea Pots, Lamps, Tumblers, 
Castors, Tea and Table Spoons.
T a b le  C utle ry , from the best manufactories.
Willow Wagons, Cradles, Chairs, Baskets of all kinds, 
Mats, Sieves, Brushes.
W ooden  Trays and Bowls, Mop Handles, Wash 
Boards, Rolling Pins, Tubs and Pails, Churns, Zinc wash 
Boards.
Looking Glasses and Paper Hangings,
A L L  HANDSOM E A N D  CHEAP.
The public are respectfully invited to call and examine 
the above goods, before purchasing elsewhere.
SI. € .  F O K T k R ,
G A R D IN E R  C H IN A H A L L !
100 Doz. Fluted and Plain Tumblers, wholesale and re­
tail, at Gardiner China Hall, neatly opposite Gardiner 
Hotel. 43
E .  B A I L E Y
W OULD inform bis old customers and the public in general, that he has now on hand and is receiving
N ew  A rra n g e m e n t!— R a ilro a d  B in e  fo r
PORTLAND. LOWELL, AND BOSTON.
F gN H E  STEA M ER H U N T R E S S ,  C a p t . D avis  
J!L B l a n c h a r d , leaves Hallowell at S 1-2, Gardiner
at 8 3-4, Richmond at 9 3-4, and Bath at II  o’clock A. M ., 
on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, for PORTL.4 ND, 
where passengers can take the 3 o’clock train of Cars for 
LOW ELL and BOSTON ; arrive in Lowell at 8 o’clock; 
also, in Boston at 8 o’clock same evenin
by thc effects of medicine or indiscretion committed in voutli 
or the excessive indulgence of passions, and brought on a 
general physical prostration of the nervous system, lassitude 
want of ambition, fainting sensations, premature decay and 
decline, hastening towards that fatal disease, Consumption 
can be entirely restored by this pleasant remedy, This 8ar« 
saparilla is far superior to any I n v i g o r a t i s g  C o r d i a l , 
As it renews and invigorates tlie system, gives activity to 
the limbs, and strength to the muscular system, in a most 
extraordinary degree.
C o n s u m p t i o n  c u r e d . Cleanse and Strengthen. Con- 
sumption can be cured. Bronchitis, Liver Complaint, Colds,
I Catarrh, Coughs, Asthma, Spitting o f Blood, Soreness inthe 
Chest, Hectic Flush, Night Sweats, Difficult or profuse Ex, 
pcctoration, Pain in the Side, $~c, have been aud can be cured. 
S P IT T IN G  BLOOD.
New York, April 28, 1847,
Dr. Townsend—I verily beiieve that your Sarsaparilla has 
been the means, through Providence, of saving mv life. I 
have for several years had a  bad cough. It became worse 
and worse. A t last I raised large quantities of blood, had 
night sweats, and was greatly debilitated and reduced, and 
I did not expect to live. J have only used your Sarsaparil­
la a short time, and there h is  a wonderful change been
wrought in me. I am now able to walk all over the city__
I raise no blood, and my cough has left me. You can Veil 
imagine that I am tnankful for these results.
Your obd’t servant, W m . R u s s e l l , 65 Catharine st. 
R h e u m a t i s m .—This is only one of more than four thou­
sand cases of Rheumatism that*Dr.Townsend’s Sarsaparilla 
has cured. Thc most severe and chronic cases are weekly 
eradicated by its extraordinary virtues.
James Cummings Esq., one of the assistants in the Lu­
natic Asylum, Blackwell’s Island, is the gentleman sp«keii 
of in the following letter:—
Blackwell’s Island, Sept. 14, 1847. 
Dr Townsend.—Dear S ir: 1 have suffered terribly for 9 
years with the Rheumatism; considerable of the time I could 
not eat, sleep or walk. 1 had the utmost distressing pains, 
and my limbs were terribly swollen. I have used four bot­
tles ot your Sarsaparilla, and they have done me mere than 
#•1000 worth of good. I am so much better—indeed, I am 
entirely relieved. You are at liberty to use this for the bene­
fit of tile afflicted. Yours, respectfully,
J a m e s  C u m m i n g s .
C a n k e r  i n  t h e  M o u t h .—Below is an account o f  
another child saved. D r. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla has saved 
the lives of thousands of children. The following two certifi­
cates are selected from a great number received this week.
New York, April 1 , 1847.
Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: One of my children was very 
sick with a canker in the mouth and throat, attended with 
great debility. It came near dying. I obtained some of your 
excellent medicine, and it cured it directly, for which ] as­
sure you I feel very grateful. Yours, respectfully.
E l i z a b e t h  F o w l e r ,  27 Debrosses st. 
F i t s ! F i t s ! F i t s ’—Dr. Townsend, not having teste 
his Sarsaparilla in cascsof F its,ot course never recommend 
ed it, and was surprised to receive the following from an 
intelligent and respectable farmer in Westchester'county :— 
Fordham, August 13, 184*7.
Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: ] have a little girl 7 years of 
age, who has been several years afflicted with F its; we tried 
almost everything for her, but without success; at last, al- 
No. 1. The circumference or thm'Sh w e could find no recommendation in our circulars for 
round of the head. j cases, we thought, as she was in very delicate health, ne
No. 2. Forehead to the neck, or would gi ve iter some of your Sarsaparilla, and are very glsd
&
one of tne best selected stocks of
W ©  S o
Ever offered in this town. He would invite all to call and 
examine his stock before purchasing.
Gardiner, Nov. 10, 1847. lfitf
Maine Mammoth Mutual Fire Insurance 
Company.
APPLIC A TIO N S for Insurance in the above Company received by C. DAN FO RTH . *
Gardiner, Jan. 22, 1847. 27tf
D OCT. MORTON has this day received a new supply of Chapin’s and Bartlett’s* Improved Abdominalf  i
Supporters and Shoulder Braces for Ladies and Gentlemen,
which he sells very low for cash. Those wishing to pur­
chase had better call quick, whilst there is a good assort­
ment, for they are in great demand.
F o r  § ; * 5 e .
TW O  S TORY Dwelling House, situ­
ated on B E A C H  S T R E E T .
For anther particulars apply to—
W M . W . BRAI>STRF.ET. 
Gardiner, April 26,1848.
W IG S  A X D  H A IR  W O R K .
B o g le ’s S ystem  o f  M easuring  th e  H e a d .
f fY  Observe thc Dotted Line.^gfj
t ( \c  i m i i
Ear to car, over the top.
P I N J V jB O P M I j .
•WJK7TLLIAM BOGLE, First 
¥ ¥ Premium, Ventilating and 
G O S S A M E R  W IG  M A K E R , 
and l a d i e s ’ h a i r  d r e s s e r , has the honor o f  announc­
ing his removal to Store No. 277 W ASHINGTON
.  w.
wt, did! the it not only restored her strength, but she; Inis JiaiV 
no return of F its, to our great pleasure and surprise. She 
is fast becoming rugged and hearty, for which we feel grate­
ful. Yours, respectfully, J ohn  Bu t l e r , J k .
F e m a l e  M e d i c i n e . Dr Townsend’s Sarsaparilla is a  
sovereign anti speeny cure for Incipient Consumption, Barrcr- 
ness, Leucorrhcva or W hites, obstructed or difficult Menstru­
ation, Incontinence of Urine, or involuntary discharge there­
of, and for the general Prostration of the System, no matter
r  ° ’di°Ck 1 n%evenV?S; S T R E E T , (Four doors South of W inter Street,) Boston, whether tlie result of inherent cause, or produced by irreg-
R f.t u r m .ng—Carsjeave the Lowell Depot at i o clock > aildnear^, oppo8-,tc his old stand, where he manufactures ,Uness ° l* accident.
A .M .; also leave the Eastern and Maine Railroad Depots 
in Boston, at 7 o’clock A. M., on Tuesdays, Thursdays, 
and Saturdays, connecting with the Huntress, at Portland, 
that leaves for the Kennebec immediately on their arrival. 
FA RE.
From llallowell, Gardiijer and Richmond to Lowell #2,30 
“  “  “  “  Boston, 2,00
“  Bath to Lowell, 1,80
“  “  Boston, 1,50
“  Hallowell, Gardiner and Richmond to Portland, 1,50 
“  Bath to Portland, 1,00
Passengers for Lowell will notice, by the New Arrange­
ment, that by taking the Huntress they w ill arrive in Lowell 
the same evening, thus avoid having to go to Boston to get 
to Lowell. Also, Passengers can have their choice of 
taking the Upper or Lower Route to or from Boston.
P a s s e n g e r s  or F r e i g h t  taken or left at any o f  thc 
Depots between Portland and Boston.
AGEN TS—C. G. B a c h e i .d e r , Hallowell ; A. T. 
P e r k i n s , G ardiner; J . E. B r o w n , Bath ; C h a r l e s  
G o w e n , Augusta;, R. W . P r a y , Waterville. 44
I ' K O P  I j E  5 S  B  O  A  T
T H E  new, safe, and fast sailing 
Steamer K  E N N E B E C ,  N . 
( K i m b a l l , Master, will run (un- 
eti 1 further notice) as follows :— 
Leaving Hallowell every T u e s d a y  and F r i d a y , at,
half past 2, Gardiner at 3, and Bath at 6 o’cIock, P . M
R e t u r n i n g .—Will leave the end of Foster's Wharf. 
Boston, every T h u r s d a y  and S a t u r d a y , for Bath, 
Richmond, Gardiner and Hallowell.
Good carriages will be in readiness, on tbe arrival of the 
Boat, to convey passengers to Augusta, Waterville, Nor- 
ridgewock, Vassaboro’, Winthrop, Readfield, Wilton, F ar­
mington, Wayne, E . & N. Livermore, Canton and Dixfield.
C a u t i o n .—The public are cautioned against sending 
packages of money by persons in any way connected with 
tiiis boat, as tlie proprietors will not be held responsible for 
any such packages.
The Kennebec is two years old, of about 600 tons 
burthen, was built expressly to run betw een Boston and the 
Kennebec, and the proprietors think they hazard nothing 
in saying that she is the best boat ever in the eastern 
waters, either for safety or accommodations.
GEO. E. STON E, Agent.
Gardiner, April 4ih 1848.
I t  EATE B E C  A N D  BOSTON
T H E  Commodious and fast sailing 
ISteamer C H A I IT  E R O A K ,  C a p t . 
^Sa n d f o r d , Master, will run as follows 
until further notice:
Leave Steamboat Wharf, llallowell, at 2 1-2 and Gar­
diner at 3 o’clock, P. M ., on Mon day  aud T h u r s d a y , 
Returning will leave Foster's Wharf, Boston, at 7 o’clock, 
P. M., on T u e s d a y  and F r i d a y .
FA RE, $1,50—M e a l s  E x t r a .
B. SH A W , J r . , .4gent.
Gardiner, May 8, 1848. 42
H a i l ' W o r k  in all its branches, in the same finished style 
o f  excellence, f o r  which he has been awarded the F i r s t  
P R E M i U M s a t  the several Massachusetts Mechanics’ Fairs, 
held in Boston.
Persons residing at any distance from Boston, can meas­
ure their heads, according to the above instructions, send it 
with a sample of their hair, describing the style they usual­
ly wear it, and they will be fitted with a W ig or Top Piece 
so as to defy detection
Nothing can be more surprising than its invigorating effects 
on the human frame. Persons, all weakness and lassitude, 
from taking it, at once become robust and full of energy un­
der its influence. It immediately counteracts the nerveless- 
ness ofthe female frame,which is the great cause of barrenness.
It will not be expected of us, in cases of so delicate a na­
ture, to exhibit certificates of cures performed, but we can 
assure tbe afflicted that hundreds of cases have been reported 
to us. Several cases where families have been without
A ways on hand, and constantly manufacturing for sale, a ! children,after using a few bottles of this invaluable median*, 
beaulifu! assortment of both Ladies’and Gentlemen’s U igs ’^ave been blessed with healthy oflsprin;
Calf-Wigs, Top-Pieces and every article of Ornamental, 
Hair W ork. Also, for sale Rich Fancy Goods, Perfumery, j 
Hombs, Brushes, Soaps, Razors, and 
BOGLE’S H Y PER IO N  FLU ID — FO R  T H E  THAR, j 
The just superiority of this celebrated article for promot­
ing the growth, and beautifying the hair, besides eradicat­
ing scurf and dandruff, has produced a host of counterfeits; J
be cautious, therefore, and purchase of none but tlie ap-
pointetl agents, [a list of whom accompanies each bottle,] j j»ain in“tlle Back and Loins, False Pains, Hemorrhage, and
Great Blessing to Mothers rind Children.—It is the safes 
and most effectual medicine for purifying the system, and 
relieving the sufferings attendant upon child-birth ever dis­
covered. It strengthens both thc mother and child, prevents 
pain and disease, increases and enriches the food, those who 
have used it think it is indispensable. It is highly useful 
both before and after confinement, as it prevents diseases 
attendant upon child-birth—in Costiveness, Piles, Cramps, 
Swelling of the Feet, Despondency, Heartburn, Vomiting,
or of the Inventor.—Remember the address— ly40
277 Washington St. [4 doors South of W inter S t.] Boston. in regulating the secretions and equalizing the circulation it has no equal. The great beauty of this medicine is, it is 
always safe, and the most delicate use it most successfully, 
very few cases require any other medicine, in some a little 
Castor Oil, or Magnesia, is useful. Exercise in (he open 
air, and light food with this medicine, will always ensure a 
sale and easy confinement.
B e a u t y  a n d  H e a l t h .— Cosmetics and Chalk, and a
m s s .  b o D i i s i i
T E N D E R S her thanks to her friend, 
and customers for the liberal share of pnt- 
tronage which she has received from them, 
and still hopes by punctual attention to
business, to retain a share of their custom, j variety of preparations generally in use, when applied to 
She is constantly receiving new and fash- the face very soon spoil its beauty. They close the ports 
ionable J IO N N E T S  of every descrip- j of tlie skin, and check thc circulation, which, when nature 
tion. Also, a large assortment of other j is not thwarted by disease or powder, or the face inflamed 
M il l in e r y  Goods, which will be sold j by the alkilies used in soaps, beautifies its own production
as low as can be purchased on the River 
She also continues the business of Bleaching,Sewing and 
Pressing Bonnets. Having procured tbe best of assistance 
she now assures her friends and the public generally, that 
a l l  Bonnets entrusted t o  her care shall be done a t short 
noticeand in such a manner as to give entire satis faction .4g
B O T A N I C  M E D I C I N E S .
J D r .  I S  . J tW  O l i  T O  . V
W OULD take this opportunity to inform the friends of Medical Reform, and the public generally in Gardi 
ncr and the surrounding country, that he has again perma­
nently located himself in said town, and opened a Store o
SSotanic •TIedicincs,
with a very large assortment, more so than any other estab 
lishment on Kennebec River, of both simples and com­
pounds, where he can supply both Physicians and country 
traders; also individuals who wish to purchase for their 
own use, all of which he will sell as low, or lower, than can
the “ human face Divine,”  as well as in the garden of 
rich and delicately tinted and variegated flowers. A free, 
active and healthty circulation of the fluids, of the coursing 
ofthe pure, rich blood to the extremities, is that which paints 
the countnance in thc most exquisite beauty.
This is why the southern, and especially tho Spanish la­
dies, are so much admired. Ladies in tbe north who take 
but little exercise, or are confined in close rooms, or have 
spoiled their complexion by the application of deleterious 
mixtures, if they wish to regain elasticity of step, buoyant 
spirits, sparkling eyes and beautiful complexion, they should 
use Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla. Thousands have tried it, 
and are more than satisfied and delighted.
Notice to thc Ladies.—Those that imitate Dr. Townsend’s 
Sarsaparilla, have invariably called their stuff a great Reme­
dy for Females, fyc., fyc., and have copied our bills and cir­
culars which relates to the complaints of women, word for 
word—other men who put up medicine, have since the great 
success of Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla in complaints inci» 
dent to females recommend theirs, although previously they 
did not. A number of these Mixtures, fills, 4'c., are in-U\YI1 '.IfjU ti U1 vYllK.il IIU Wi &UI1 tlb OW. OI 1U1VLI t uirtil v.o.11 j . - . . ,. , 1-.
be bought at anv other establishment on the river, or in the j t0 females, as they aggravate disease, and nuclei mine
NEW FURNITURE ESTABLISHMENT
J  O S  B E  A J  O N E S
ESPECTFU LLY  announce to the citizens of Gardi- 
tnd vicinity, that he has opened
State.
N. B.— D r . M o r t o n  intends to keep constantly on 
hand all kinds of B O T A N IC  M E D IC IN E S  that are 
kept in any Druggist Store, except those of a poisonous na­
ture, narcotics, &c., for he goes on the “ no poison" princi­
ple. If  you wish to buy p o i s o n s  to K IL L , go to some 
other place; but if to cure your maladies, aches and pains,
j C O M E  TO T H I S  P L A C E ,
$3*F ir s t  D o o r E a s t  o f  C la y ’s B r ic k  B lo c k ,* ^
Near the Grist M ill....W a t e r  S t . 
Gardiner, August 13, 4847. 3tf
R 1ner a  a W ARE 
ROOM in Tarbox’s Building, next door to C. W i l s o n ’s , 
where he offers for sale a new and select assortment of
F u rn itu re ,  C h a irs , a n d  L o o k in g -G lasses ,
Which he wil i sell as i o w  as can be purchased on the 
river. Ilis stock comprises almost every variety of style 
and pattern, and those intending to purchase will find it to 
their advantage to give him a call before purchasing else­
where.
N. B, Furniture made and repaired, and all kinds of job 
work in his line done to4 order, at the Manufactory of J .
W IL L  S H O R T L Y  C L O S E !!
AM0RY HALL—Wo. 232 Washington st.,
B O S T O N . —  O P E N  E V E R Y  E V E N I N G .
I M M E N S E  S E C C E S S  \
j - O N E S, opposite tlie Woollen Factory. 
Gardiner, Oct 1, 1847. lOtf
Joh ’ v e n t
Bttmcm; Dresden Mi 11s, Phillip F. Houdlitie. Iyl9
l  o r  S u lc .
A Two Story Dwelling House, with con­
venient stable and outbuildings, situate on 
Brunswick street, about live minutes walk 
from the Post !fcOffice, and commanding an 
extensive prospect. There are on the premi­
ses about thirty large bearing apple trees, grafted with the 
choicest summer, tall, and winter fruit. Eight rods square 
of land, will be sold with the house, or more if thc pur­
chaser desire.
Also for sale several lots on Central and Brunswick 
streets. Apply to S. L. PLUM M ER.
Gardiner, April, 1848. 41
BA Y N E’S G IG A N T IC  PANORAM IC P IC T U R E !
O l’ A V o y a g e  to  E i iv o p c  !
CO M PR ISES V  i e w s  o f  B o s t o n  , i t s  Harbor . H a l i f a x  t h e  A t l a n t i c ,  t h e  River M e r s e y , L i v e r p o o l , 
L o n d o n  from t h c  T h a m e s ,  a n d
B O T H  S I D E S  T H E  R H IN E ,
Constituting by far thc L A R G E ST  PANORAMA ever 
presented to the Public.
Admission 50 cents— Children under twelve years of age 
25 cents.
Doors open at half past 6—tbe Panorama to commence 
moving at 8.
Office of the Panorama open from 11 A. M. to 1 P . M ., 
for thc transaction of business and the sale of tickets.
An Exhibition on every W EDNESDAY and S A T U R ­
DAY afternoon, at 3 o’clock. 4m36
t h e  c o n s t i t u t i o n .
S c r o f u l a  C u r e d . This Certificate conclusively proves 
that this Sarsaparilla has perfect control over the most ob­
stinate diseases of the blood. Three persons cured in on* 
house is unprecedented.
t h r e e  c h i l d r e n .
Dr Townsend—Dear S ir: I have the pleasure to inform 
you that three of my children have been cured of the Scrof­
ula by the use of your excellent medicine. They were af­
flicted very severely with bad sores; have taken only four 
bottles; it took them away, for which I feel myself under 
deep obligation. Y ours, respectfully,
I s a a c  \V. C r a i n ,  1 0 6 Woo stc r-s t .
New Y ork , March 1 , 1S47.
O p i n i o n s  o f  P h y s i c i a n s . Dr Townsend is  daily re­
ceiving orders fromPhysicians in different parts of the. Union.
T his is to certify that we, the undersigned, Physicians ol 
the City of Albany, have in numerous cases prescribed I'r. 
Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, and believe it to be one ol (he 
most valuable preparations in the market.
H. P. P u l i n g , M. D.
J . W i l s o n ,  M. D.
R. B. B r i g g s , M.D.
Albany, Apr 1,1846. P . E. E i . m e n d o r f ,  M. D.
C a u t io n .— Owing to the great success and immense cal* 
of Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, a number of men 
were formerly our Agents, have commenced making ^ui'fv 
parilla Extracts, Elixirs, Bitters, Extracts of Y e l l o w  D ock, 
&c. They generally put it up in the same shaped bottles, 
and some of them have stole and copied our advertisements.
L im e .
^A SK S of Thomaston— 100 casks of Lincoln
villc Lime.
April, 13th. For sale bv JO H N  DENNIS
they are only worthlcsss imitations and should be avoided.
Princinal Office, 126 Fulton street, Sun Building, fo 1 
—Redding k  Co., 8 State street, Boston—Dyott & ‘-0.1* 
132 North 2d street, Philadelphia—8 . S. llancc, D n ^ ' 
Baltimore—P. M. Cohen, Charleston—W right & Co., 
Chartres street. N-.O.—105 South Pearl street, Aflwny  ^
and bv all the principal Druggists and Merchants general 
throughout the U. States, W est Indies, and Canadas.
S i  Wholesale and retail by G. M. AT MOOD, * 
o n l y  authorised Agent i n  Gardiner. ‘J* "*
For sale in Waldoboro, by M. M. RAM SON.
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